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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
STEVE STUCKER and MICHELLE SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
STUCKER, OF DISMISSAL 
Plaintiffs,
 C a s e N o # 10865 
vs. 
SUMMIT COUNTY, et al.
 J u d g e H o m e r F. W i l k i n s o n 
Defendants. 
This matter came on regularly for hearing before the above-
entitled Court, the Honorable Homer F. Wilkinson presiding, on 
October 15, 1991 for consideration of plaintiffs' Motion for 
Summary Judgment against defendant Summit County and defendant 
Summit County's Motion for Summary Judgment against plaintiffs. 
Plaintiffs were represented by Robert Felton and defendant Summit 
County was represented by Jody K Burnett. 
The Court having heard oral argument on the pending motions, 
and having taken the motions under advisement, and having 
reviewed the arguments of counsel, memoranda and exhibits filed 
with respect to each of these motions and being fully advised, 
determined that there are no genuine issues as to any material 
facts and that defendant Summit County is entitled to judgment as 
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a matter of law against plaintiffs for the reasons more fully set 
forth in the argument and citation of authorities in defendant 
j 
Summit County's memoranda; and that plaintiffs7 Motion for 
Summary Judgment should be denied. Based on that decision, the 
Court issued a Minute Entry dated October 30, 1991 ruling that 
the plaintiffs7 Motion for Summary Judgment is denied and 
defendants7 Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. Based on the 
foregoing and good cause appearing therefore, it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that defendant Summit County7s 
Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby granted as to all claims 
made in plaintiffs7 Complaint as against defendant Summit County, 
and the plaintiffs7 Complaint as against defendant Summit County 
is hereby dismissed, with prejudice and upon the merits, no cause 
of action. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that plaintiffs7 Motion for Summary 
Judgment against defendant Summit County is hereby denied. 
DATED this / ^ day of / v ^ W ^ •
 f 1991. 
BY THE COURT: 
*"7,E^-~ 9'OITCXLJ^ 
Honorable Homer F. Wilkinson 
District Court Judge 
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EXHIBIT A 
DEVELOPMENT CODE OF SUMMIT COUNTY 
Page 
Permitted Use 1 
Subdivision Approved Prior to Passage of Code 2 
12 Establishment of Zones 3-6 
13 Development of Standards 7 
THE DEVELOPMENT COD£ 
OF 
SUMMIT COUNTY 
MARCH 1981 
Prepared for the purpose of guiding the growth of Summit County in harmony wit 
its rich heritage artd uniquely serene environment. 
Planning Commission Approval 
Public Hearing 
Adoption oif Board of Commissioners 
Published 
Effective 
Amended 
May"18, 1977 
June 28, 1977 
July 12, 1977 
July-15*, 1977 
August 1, 1977 
April 4, 1978 
May 30, 1978 
August 1, 1978 
October 3, 1978 
.April 24, -1979 
September 26,1979 
.September 30, 1980 
.# February 17, 1981 
(Note: The Development Code will necessarily be'amended from time to time th 
the regular processes. Copies of amendments as addendum*; J:o the Code are av 
at-the Summit County Planning Office* Keeping .your copy of the Code current 
help you in understanding development requirements",-}.* 
SUMMIT COUNTY 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
•Bill-Vallin, Chairman 
Gerald Young 
Carl Ovard 
•PLANNING OFFICE 
Stan Strebel, Director 
Zoning Administrator 
Barbara Woodward 
Planning Coordinator 
BUILDING INSPECTORS 
Vern Huff 
C. Ron Parker 
SUMMIT COUNTY 
PLANNING 'COMMISSION 
LaMar Pace, Chairman 
Donna Dearden 
Mike Ivers 
Allen Jones 
Robert McGregor 
Lynn Sorenson 
Bill Wallin 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
' Terry Christiansen 
Deputy Attorney 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
Frank Singleton, Director 
Steve Jenkins, Sanitarian 
DEPOSITION 
EXHIBIT 
(48) Nonconforming Use. A use which lawfully occupied a building or land 
at the time this Code became effective and which does not conform with the 
use regulations of the zone in which it is located. 
(49) Permitted Use. A use of land for which no conditional use permit 
is required. 
(50) Rest Home (Nursing Home).A home for the aged, chronically ill, or 
incurable persons in which three (3) or more persons not of the immediate 
family are received, kept, or provided with food and shelter or care for 
compensation; but not including hospitals, clinics, or similar institutions 
devoted primarily to the diagnosis and treatment of the sick or injured. 
(51) Recreation Vehicle. Any trailer house, camper, van or similar vehicle 
used or maintained primarily as a temporary dwelling for travel, vacation, 
or recreation purposes and having a width of nine (9) feet or less or a 
length of 35 feet or less. 
(52) Sanitary Landfill. An area designated for the disposing of refuse 
on land without creating nuisances or hazards to public health or safety, 
by utilizing the principles of engineering to confine the refuse to the 
smallest practical area, to reduce it to the smallest practical volume, and 
to cover it with a layer or earth at the conclusions of operation or at more 
frequent intervals as may be necessary. 
(53) Recreation Vehicle Park. Recreational Vehicle Park shall mean an area 
or tract of land used to accommodate two (2) or more travel trailers, 
vacation vehicles, or camper units for a short period of time (less than 
30 days.) 
(54) Setback. A front, rear, or side setback shall be the minimum hori-
zontal distance between the lot line and building or structure. 
(55) Story. That portion of a building included between the surface of 
a floor and the ceiling next above it. 
(56) Street. Any right-of-way serving as the principal means of access 
to property. 
(57) Structure. Anything constructed or erected which requires location on 
the ground or attached to something having location on the ground. 
(58) Subdivision. The term "subdivision" means the division of a tract or 
lot or parcel of land into three or more lots, plats, sites, or other 
divisions of land for the purpose, whether immediate or future, of sale or 
of building development; provided that this definition shall not include 
a bonafide division or partition of agricultural land for agricultural pur-
poses, or of commercial, manufacturing, or industrial land for commercial 
manufacturing, or industrial purposes. For the purpose of this Code, the 
division of land into three (3) or more lots less than 20 acres insi*fi 
by the same individual or party over any 12 year period shall be presumed 
*to be for sale or for building development. 
(59) Use, Accessory. A subordinate use custormarily incidental to and 
located upon the same lot occupied by the main use and devoted exclusively 
to the main use of the premises. 
3.8 Non-Conforming Size of Lots 
Any lot of record at the time of passage of chis Code in any zone in which 
single family dwellings are permitted and which does not comply with the 
standards of this Code with regard to lot area may be used for a single family 
dwelling, excluding mobile homes unless the lot is at least one acre in size. 
A lot of record shall consist of a lot shown on a recorded subdivision plat: 
or described in a recorded metes and bounds description as a deed, sales con-
tract, or survey. In the event the lot was not recorded prior to the adoption 
of this Code, the Board of Adjustment shall determine whether or not there is 
sufficient evidence to deem that the lot existed prior to the date of the pass-
age of this Code. 
3.9 Abandonment 
A non-conforming use shall be deemed abandoned if said use has not applied to 
the premises for a consecutive period of 12 months. 
3.10 Permits Granted Prior to Passage of Code. 
Authorization granted by tjie county to construct a building or structure 
shall not be denied or abridged in the event that, a^building permit has 
been issued and such permit is still valid. 
r: 3 •11 Subdivision Approved Prior to Passage of Code ' ] A subdivision which had received preliminary approval, from the Planning 
Commission prior :to the adoption of this Code shall be "allowed in any zone,, 
.irrespective of rone* requirements for lot-:size,:.-if the-requirements*-for" 
final approval iix accordance with Summit County Ordinance No. 65 have been 
met and the plat approved within fifteen (15) months of the adoption of this 
Code. 
3-2 
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Chapter 12 
ESTABLISHMENT OF ZONES 
12.1 Zones Established 
The unincorporated area of Summit County, Utah is divided into the followi 
zones: 
Rural-Residential 1 
Rural-Residential 2 
Suburban-Residential 
Recreation 1 
Recreation 5 
Commercial 
Commercial-Resort 
Highway-Service 
Light-Indus trial 
Agricu1ture-Grazing 
" Wilderness-Recreation 
Wilderness-Forestry 
Multi-Family S 
Overlay Zone 1 
Overlay Zone 2 
RR-1 
RR-2 
SR-1 
R-l 
R-5 
C-j 
CR-1 
HS-1 
LI-1 
AG-1 
WR-1 
WF-1 
MF-5 
0-1 
0-2 
12.2 Boundaries of Zones 
The zone boundaries e s tab l i shed as shown on the naps en t i t l ed "Zoning Maps 
of Summit County11, which map or maps aro part of th i s Code by reference , 
and a l l .boundaries, n o t a t i o n s , and other data shown thereon are made by th: 
reference-^ part of this- Code a s - i f - f u l l y described and deta i led herein* 
12.3 F i l ing of Code and Zoning Hap 
This Code and the Zoning Hap s h a l l be f i l e d in the custody of the Summit 
County Clerk and may be examined by the public subject to reasonable 
regulations e s t a b l i s h e d by the County Clerk. 
12.4 Rules for Locating Boundaries 
Where uncertainty exists as to the boundary of any zone, the following ru] 
shall apply: 
(1) Whenever the zone boundary is indicated as being approximately uj 
the center line of a street, alley, or block, or along a property lir 
such line shall be construed to be the boundary of such zone. 
C2) Whenever the zone boundary is indicated as being approximately a 
the line of any river, irrigation canal, waterway, a railroad right-
way, public land or section line, such line shall be deemed to be th 
boundary of such zone. 
O ) Where such zone boundary lines cannot be determined by the above 
rules, their location may be found by the use of the scale appearing 
on the map. 
12-1 
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(b) All lots shall be platted znd recorded in che office of che 
Councy Recorder prior to the sale of any such Iocs. 
(c) Gravel roads shall be platted and constructed according to 
county standards. * 
12.12 Wilderness-Forestry Zone (WF-1) 
C-^ PurP°se- The tfF-1 Wilderness-Forestry Zone has been established to 
preserve the integrity or the national forests in Summit County. More 
specifically, this zone is established over all property within the bound-
aries of the national forests in the county for the purpose of (1) ensuring 
the preservation of wildlife habitat, (2) preserving scenic areas, (3) 
avoiding the excessive costs for public services which result from the 
establishment of residences remote from service centers, C O protecting 
important watersheds, and (5) encouraging the multiple use of property for. 
recreacion, agriculture, timber cultivation, and other uses as established 
by the U. S. Congress for the national forests« 
(2) Characteristics. This zone is characterized by scenic mountainous 
terrain, several lakes and screams, "and an abundance of wildlife. 
(3) Lot Requirements for Building Purposes. See Section 12.19. 
(4) Authorized Uses. See Section 12.20. 
C5) . Special Provisions• 
(a) Vegetative Clearance. All highly flammable vegetation shall be 
removed from the area surrounding flammable buildings. Extent of the 
removal required shall be determined by the Zoning Administrator. In 
case of dispute, final determination shall be made by the Board of 
Adjustment. 
L12.13 Commercial Zone (C-l) / 
(1) Purpose. The C-l Commercial Zone is established to provide a place 
where recail and service facilities are provided for the general public. 
(2) Characteristics. This zone is characterized by retail stores and 
service shops having a wide variety of architectural forms and shapes. 
(3) Lot Requirements for Building Purposes. See Section 12.19. 
C O Coverage Requirements. Lot coverage, including buildings, 
outside display, parking, storage, etc., shall not exceed'50Z. 
(5) Authorized Uses. See Section 12.20. 
C O Special Provisions. 
Ca) A Conditional Use Permit shall be required for any and all 
structures which do not comply with the Uniform Building Code. 
(b) The County Planning Commission shall approve site and 
landscaping plans prior to the issuance of^building permit. 
000070 12~5 
C, Roc"k crushers, concrete batching 
plants, asphalt plants, and petroleum 
refineries• 
D, Manufacturing, curing, compounding, 
processing, packaging, and treatment of 
bakery goods, candy, cereal, pharma-
ceuticals, toiletries, cosmetics, 
sporting goods, and other goods which 
will bo manufactured by non-polluting 
methods, 
E, Uses which because of their incom-
patibility with domestic activities 
are required to be located at least 
300 feet from a zone boundary including 
foundary, casting of lightweight non-
ferrous metals, blast furnaces, and 
similar uses. Such uses shall not 
exceed state or federal environment 
protection standards, 
F, Manufacturing, processing, refining, 
treatment-, distilling, storage, com-
pounding or pipeline transmission 
of acid, amonia, acetylene gas, dis-
infectants, plastics, pot ash, and 
other such materials, 
G, Pipeline transmission of petro-
leum and natural gas, 
U. Welding and blacksmith shops, / 
and aut^-body_rgpair shops, I 
10) Signs subject to Chapter 8 
Ul") Transportation 
i\. Tius te rminal 
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Chapter 13 
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 
13.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide a systematic and orderly procedure 
for obtaining approval of certain developments and to promote responsible 
planned developments through specific development standards. The requirements 
of this chapter shall be in addition to requirements contained within other 
provisions of this Code. 
13.2 Application 
The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to subdivisions, planned unit 
developments, mobile home parks, recreation vehicle parks, commercial or 
industrial parks, and condominium projects. 
13.3 Plat to be Recorded Before Subdividing 
Land located within developments listed in 13.2 shall not be sold unless a 
plat shall have been approved by the Planning Commission and Board of County 
Commissioners and recorded in the office of the County Recorder. Provided, 
however, land may be subdivided and sold without the necessity of recording 
a plat and meeting the application procedure requirements outlined in section 
13.4 if, (1) the subdivision contains less than five (5) lots, (2) a plan has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Commission, (3) each 
lots meets the requirements of the zone in which it is located, and (4) each 
lot fronts an existing public road. 
13.4 Application Procedure 
Any party seeking to construct a development designated in Section 13.2 shall 
comply with the following procedural steps: 
(1) Notification of Intent. The applicant shall notify the Zoning Admini-
strator of his development intentions. If the zone in which the proposed devel-
opment exists does not permit the intended use, a zone change must be applied 
for pursuant to Chapter 2 of this Code. 
(2) Concept Plan. A concept plan shall be submitted to the Planning 
Commission consisting of the following: 
(a) A sketch plan showing the location and layout of the 
proposed development including streets, roadways, lots, common 
areas, and major topographic features* Such plan shall show 
the location of the development in relation to the surrounding area. 
Cb) A description of the project including proposed uses 
and density and present and proposed ownership status. 
The concept plan is designed to facilitate understanding of intent and 
development requirements between the developer and Planning Commission. In 
no way shall approval of the concept plan be construed as approval of the 
development. 
(3) Environmental Impact Statement and Vicinity Plan 
A professionally prepared Environmental Impact Statement shall be 
submitted to the Planning Commission consisting of the following: 
(a) Background information containing the name and description 
of the proposed development,the name of the owner and developer, 
and the acreage and density proposed for the development. 
(b) Base maps (drawn to scale not smaller^ than _lf,= 1000') of 
the area encompassed by the proposed development and the 
surrounding region within 1/4 mile showing the following: 
(i) Topography of the area. A U.S. Geologic Survey 
map or map of comparable quality should be used. Contour 
intervals should not exceed 10 feet and areas of slopes 
of 0-10%, 10-20%, 20-3-%, and above 30% shall be delineated. 
(ii) Stream and flood drainage channels with flood prone 
areas specifically designated. The approximate amount 
of flow and whether flow is constant or intermittent 
should also be indicated. 
(iii) Any past, existing, or potential geologic or 
natural hazard in the area, i.e., mudslides, flooding, 
high water table, erosion, slipping, forest fires, etc. 
(iv) Location of the proposed development in relation 
to municipalities, urban centers, recreation sites, farm 
lands, and other significant features. 
(v) Location of all proposed streets in the development. 
(c) Written report showing the following: 
(i) The consequences the proposed development will have 
on soil erosion, flood hazards, underground drainage, surface 
drainage, wildlife, and vegetation, and the measures 
proposed to be taken to mitigate such consequences. 
(ii) The consequences the proposed development will have 
on population, the economic structure of the community, 
traffic, government services (Fire protection, schools, 
sewers, etc.), surrounding property, and the tax structure. 
(iii) The proposed method of garbage collection; sewage 
disposal, fire*protection and.the proposed source of 
culinary water and road base materials. 
(4) Preliminary Plan 
A preliminary plan shall be submitted to the Planning Commission 
consisting of the following: 
(a) A graphic layout (drawn to scale not smaller than one inch 
equals 100 feet) showing the following: 
(i) Type of development. 
(ii) Name and address of developer and designer. 
(iii) Location of north and township, range, section 
lines, and other monuments. 
(iv) Zone designation and boundaries. 
(v) Surveyed boundary of the development and the name and 
address of adjacent property owners. 
(vi) Contour intervals of no greater than five (5) feet unless 
otherwise stipulated by the zoning administrator. 
(vii) Location of existing buildings, structures, public 
utility easements, railroads, street location and names, 
power lines, culverts, drain pipes, drainage channels, 
flood channels, areas where ground water rises periodically 
to within five feet of the surface of the ground, and 
areas which would be covered in the event of 100 year floods. 
(viii) Location and size of existing water and sewer mains 
together with intended water sources and sewage disposal 
sites. 
(ix) Proposed layout of development including streets, 
power lines, bridges, utilities, utility easements, street 
and advertising signs, lots, and common space. 
(x) Location and designation of both private and public 
street right-of-ways and a profile and cross-section of 
all streets showing cuts arid fills. 
(xi) Location and size of proposed water and sewer lines. 
(xii) Location of proposed fire hydrants. 
(xiii) Proposed irrigation system plan showing how water 
will be handled and a drainage system for both surface 
and flood water. 
(xiv) Tabulations showing the number of acres in the 
proposed development and the number of lots or building 
sites. 
For all developments designated in 13.2, except subdivisions 
the graphic layout shall also show: 
(xv) Location and size of proposed buildings and 
parking areas. 
(xvi) Tabulations showing the number of potential 
dwelling units or dwelling spaces, number and size of 
parking spaces and percentage of area to be devoted to 
open space. 
(xvii) Landscaping plan showing: (1) Planting areas 
drawn to scale and with a list of the name, number, and 
size of all plants designated for each such area; (2) 
Location, name, and size of all existing trees and 
and shrubs that are to be incorporated as part of the 
landscape plan; and (3) locations and sizes of irrigation 
facilities adequate to maintain the planting areas * 
(Use of automatic watering systems is encouraged.) 
Documentation for the development consisting of the 
following: 
(i) A title report on the property proposed to be 
developed. 
(ii) A statement from the State Engineer indicating that 
domestic water rights are available to the development 
if the culinary water is to come from a source previously 
unapproved. 
(iii) A letter from the State Board of Health regarding 
the feasibility of water from a previously unapproved 
source. 
(iv) A statement from the State Health Department con-
taining recommendations pertaining to the proposed 
sewage disposal system and treatment facilities. (If 
septic tanks are proposed then percolation tests shall 
be conducted on each proposed lot and the results of 
those tests submitted to the County Sanitarian for 
evaluation.) 
(v) Where domestic water is to be provided by a 
municipality, water company, water district, or other 
domestic water agency, the developer must submit a letter 
or other statement in writing from said agency indicating 
its ability and willingness to deliver the required amounts 
of water. The Planning Commission must be satisfied that 
said agency is capable of delivering the required amount 
of water without diminishing its own supply below the 
aforementioned standards. 
(5) Final Plat 
A final plat shall be submitted to the Planning Commission 
consisting of the following: 
(A) One mylar or linen tracing (scaled 1 inch equals 100 
feet), and 3 copies thereof, containing the following information: 
(i) The name, plat number, legal description and general 
location of the subdivision. 
(ii) A north point, scale of the drawing and the date. 
(iii) Accurate boundaries drawn slightly heavier than 
street and lot lines, showing proper bearings and 
divisions. The boundary lines shall be tied to at least 
two public survey monuments. 
(iv) The name, width, length, bearing, and curve data 
on center lines of proposed public streets, alleys, 
and easements. 
(v) The boundaries, dimensions, bearings, and numbers 
of all lots and common areas. 
(vi) If the development is a planned unit development, 
mobile home park or subdivision, recreation vehicle 
park, or condominium project, the location and dimension 
of all proposed buildings* common areas, and parking spaces. 
(vii) The location of existing water courses. 
(viii) The description and location of all survey monuments 
including those established by Summit County, the State 
of Utah or the United States Government which are on or 
adjacent to the proposed development. 
(ix) Land surveyor's certificate of survey , and a 
notary public's acknowledgement. 
(x) A space to be completed for the Planning Commission's 
Certificate of Approval, the County Surveyor's Certificate, 
the County Attorney's Approval as to Form, recording 
information from the County Recorder's Office, the Owner's 
Dedication (where applicable), and a Certificate of 
Approval of the County Fire Marshall in mountainous areas. 
(B) The State Health Department's formal approval of the water, 
sewer, and solid waste disposal facilities. 
(C) Engineering plats containing plans and specifications for 
the water and - sewer systems. 
(D) Materials list and their estimated cost for all required 
improvements. 
(E) A copy of the Restrictive Covenants and the Homeownerfs 
Artdrles of Association or Incorporation. The Articles shall 
provide that: 
(1) The common property shall be deeded to the lot 
ownerfs association or dedicated to the sole use and 
enjoyment of the land owners; (2) the lot owners association 
shall be responsible for maintaining common property; and 
(3) sufficient funds will be generated for the maintenance 
of common property by levying fees and assessments against 
the homeowners and guaranteeing the payment of such by 
liens against the individual properties. 
(F) A letter from the County Engineer stating that he has 
checked the staking of each individual lot. 
(G) A signed contract between the developer and any sewer 
drainage or water district for those proposed developments which 
lie within the boundaries of any such districts,. 
(H) A letter from the County Engineer stating that a usable 
water source has been provided on the site* 
(I) Copies of information brochures that will be used in the 
sales program. 
(J) A notarized, sworn statement by both the developer and 
registered land surveyor or civil engineer that all provisions 
of this and all other Couaty Ordinances have been adhered to 
in the preparation of the application for approval. 
(6) Board of County Commissioners Approval 
After the Planning Commission has granted final approval of the 
proposed development and all other requirements of this Code have b€*en 
complied with, the developers shall seek approval from the Board of County 
Commissioners. The Board of County Commissioners shall not grant approval 
until all improvements, including utilities, are completed, or alternatively, 
a corporate bond or escrow account is provided to secure to the County the actual 
construction and installation or sucti improvements and utilities. The bond 
or escrow account shall be with conditions satisfactory to the County and 
shall be in the amount of the estimated cost of the required imrpovements 
as determined by the County Engineer plus twenty percent (20%). Improve-
ments are to be completed within a minimum of two (2) years after final 
approval is given and additional plats for the developer shall not be 
approved until improvements for previously approved plats have been completed. 
13.5 Required Improvements 
In addition to the improvements required in other sections of this Code, the 
following improvements shall be installed in all developments designated in 
Section 13.2. 
(1) Water and Sewer Systems 
(a) An approved central water system for all potential dwellings 
or lots within the development. The developer shall submit 
proof that the proposed water system is capable of providing 
at least 1,600 gallons per dwelling unit per day where water 
is to be used for inside and outside use, and at least 800 
gallons per dwelling unit per day where water is to be used 
for inside use only. Provided, however, when lots are five 
(5) acres or more in size, the requirement of a central water 
system may be waived by the Planning Commission, provided 
further that water rights and a well permit or permit to 
use spring or other water source is procured for each lot. 
(b) Water storage facilities meeting the requirements of 
the State Board of Health. Water storage facilities shall 
be .located underground where practicable. 
(c) Water and sewer mains and water and sewer laterals to 
each lot property line as directed by the County Planning 
Commission. 
(d) Sewage treatment facility meeting County and State 
standards. 
(e) Solid waste disposal facilities as directed by the Health 
Department. 
(2) Streets 
(a) Street widths. Arterial and collector streets shall conform 
to the width requirements on a major street plan when a develop-
ment falls in an area for which a major street plan has been 
adopted. 
For area where such street plan has not been completed at the 
time the preliminary plan of the development is submitted, 
streets shall be provided as follows: 
(i) For local streets ( including all streets in mountain 
home developments), the minimum street width shall be 
24 feet and the minimum easement shall be 60 feet; 
(ii) For collector streets, the minimum street width 
shall be 44 feet and the minimum easement shall be 70 feet; 
(iii) For arterial streets, the minimum street width shall 
be 60 feet and the minimum easement shall be 100 feet. 
The Board of County Commissioners shall determine whether or not street 
easements shall be dedicated. 
(b) Street Surface. Streets shall be hard surfaced except 
in the Recreation (R-l) zone where gravel roads shall be 
permitted. All 
county specifications. 
(c) Curb and Gutter. Roadside facilities for handling 
drainage in all zones shall be provided as directed by 
the Planning Commission after consultation with the zoning 
administrator and County Engineer. 
(d) Cul-de-sacs. The maximum length of any cul-de-sac shall 
not exceed 800 feet and must be terminated by a turn around 
easement of not less than 125 feet in diameter, of which 100 
feet in diameter must be surfaced; provided however, a land-
scaped island may be permitted in the center of the cul-de-sac 
in accordance with county specifications. Surface water 
must drain away from the turn around, except that where surface 
water cannot be drained along the street due to the grade, 
necessary catch basins and drainage easements shall be 
provided. 
(e) Curves. Where street lines within a block deflect from 
each other at any one point there shall be connecting curves. 
The radius of the curve for the inner street line shall be 
not less than 350 feet for arterial streets, 250 feet for 
collector streets, and 100 feet for local streets. 
(f) Intersections. Streets shall intersect each other as 
nearly as possible at right angles. Local streets shall 
approach the arterial or collector streets at an angle of not 
less than 80 degrees for a distance of at least 100 feet. 
(g) Grades. Minimum street grades of 0.3 percent will be 
required and a maximum of 10 percent will be allowed unless 
otherwise permitted by the Board of County Commissioners. 
(h) Names. All streets shall be designated by a name or number 
clearly discernible from the street. Street names shall not 
be duplicated. 
(i) Dedications. At the discretion of the Board of County 
Commissioners, dedication of streets for public use may be 
required. The dedication of half streets in any development 
is prohibited, except on the borders of a subdivision. 
(j) Adjoining Streets. Streets in new developments shall make 
provisions for the continuation of existing streets to 
adjoining areas at the same or greater width (but in no case 
less than the r^nuired minimum width) 
Where tne Planning 
Commission determines that it is desirable to provide for 
street access to adjoining property to provide an orderly 
development of a street system, proposed streets shall be 
extended by dedication to the boundary of such property. 
(k) Design and Construction. Design and construction of 
street sub-base, base, hard surface, gutters, culverts and 
drainage courses shall comply with standard specifications 
as adopted by the County and administered by the County 
Planning Department. 
(1) Egress and ingress. A minimum of two points of ingress 
and egress shall be provided in all subdivisions to allow 
an escape route in case of fire or other catastrophy or hazard. 
(m) Cuts in street surface. No cuts shall be made in any 
street surface without complying with Summit County specifications, 
(3) Easements 
Where alleys are not provided, easements of not less than 8 feet on each side 
of all rear lot lines and side lines will be required for poles, wires, conduits, 
storm or sanitary sewers, gas and water mains, and other public utilities. 
Easement of greater width may be required along property lines where necessary 
for surface overflow or for the extension of sewer mains or similar utilities. 
All utilities must be constructed within approved easements. 
(4) Bridges and Culverts 
All bridges and culverts shall be constructed in accordance with County 
specifications. 
(5) Lots 
(a) Size. All lots shown in the development plat must be 
capable of being built upon and meet minimum requirements of 
the zone in which the development is located. Lots shall not 
contain peculiarly shaped areas solely to provide necessary 
square footage which is unusable for normal purposes. 
Property of insufficient si^e or character to be developed 
as individual lot must be attached to adjacent lots. 
(k) Division. Lots in an approved development shall not be 
divided after final approval and recording. 
(c) Slope of Lots. Lots must have an area sufficient in size 
to construct a conventional dwelling on a natural slope not 
to exceed 30 percent. 
(d) Front Boundary. The lot boundary on the frontage side 
shall be the center of the raod easement or right-of-way. 
(e) Lot Corner Stakes. Lot corner stakes are required in 
accordance with County standards and must be installed prior 
to the issuance of final approval of the subdivision. Signs 
indicating the plat and lot number shall be prominently 
displayed on each lot. 
(6) Utilities 
Gas Mains and laterals and/or electricity conduits shall be installed to each 
lot according to County specification. Electric and telephone lines shall 
be located underground unless underground lines are not feasible. 
(7) Survey Monuments 
The installation of survey monuments is required in accordance with County 
standards and as directed by the County Engineer. 
(8) Traffic and Street Signs 
Traffic and street name signs are to be constructed and installed by the 
developer according to County and State Standards. 
(9) Fire Protestion 
(a) Fire Hydrants, Fire hydrants shall be installed not less 
than every 500 feet and shall be connected to a 4 inch water 
main for seasonal developments and a 6 inch line for non-
seasonal developments. The hydrants shall be free from weeds, 
brush or trees for a 5 foot radius and unless exempted by the 
Planning Commission all hydrants shall have adjacent to the 
hydrant a 6 foot high red fence post. Each fire hydrant shall 
conform to county specifications. 
(b) Water Storage for Fire Fighting. Each development shall 
maintain a sufficient water source to support a minimum fire 
flow of 500 gpm for a period of 4 hours. Provided, however, 
in the Recreation Zone each development shall maintain a 
sufficient water source to support a minimum fire flow of 250 
gpm for a period of two hours. This storage shall be in 
addition to the State Divisions of Health storage requirements 
for culinary water. Variances to this requirement may be 
granted by the Board of County Commissioners after consultation 
with the fire district commissioners and when it can be demon-
strated that other or less sophiisticated fire fighting facilities 
are adequate to protect life and property. 
(c) Fire Fighting Equipment. Fire fighting equipment must be 
supplied if the furthest lot in the development is not within 
15 minutes travel time from an established fire station with 
1,000 feet of 2 1/2 inch hose, a fire hydrant wrench, and two 
2 1/2 inch nozzles on a pumper truck in operating condition 
capable of pumping at least 500 gallons of water per minute 
at 150 psi. If these requirements are not met, the development 
must provide the following equipment: (1) One red metal 
fire box for every 2 hydrants containing 400 feet of 2 1/2 
inch hose, one hydrant wrench, a 2 1/2 inch nozzle and a 1 1/4 
inch nozzle; or (2) one enclosed fire station complete with 
a four-wheel drive vehicle pumper truck in operating condition, 
containing 1,000 feet of 2 1/2 inch fire hose, one fire hydrant 
wrench, and two 2 1/2 inch nozzles. The pumper must be capable 
of pumping at least 250 gallons of water per minute at 75 psi. 
(10) Drainage Design and Erosion Prevention 
(a) Provisions shall be included in the development project 
to prevent any run-off from damaging the face of any 
excavation or fill. 
(b) Provisions shall be included as part of the development 
project to protect each lot owner from receiving damage or 
injury due to run-off form another property. 
(11) Landscaping 
Approved landscaping shall be required for planned unit developments, recreation 
vehicle parks, mobile home subdivisions and parks, and condominium projects. 
(12) Additional Requirements 
The Planning Commission is empowered to require additional, reasonable improve-
ments to mitigate any anticipated effects of a detrimental nature to 
surrounding property and residents thereof and to safeguard the general 
welfare of the future inhabitants of the development. 
(13) Variances. 
Where, because of topographical and other extreme physical conditions peculiar 
to the site, strict adherence to the design requirements contained in this 
section will cause unnecessary hardship,the planning commission may recommend 
and the Board of Commissioners may grant a variance from said requirement. 
Variances granted pursuant to this section shall be limited to issues of 
design only. Unless specifically provided for, variances shall not be 
authorized which constitute a waiver of the basic improvements themselves. 
13.6 Staged Developments 
If the development is to be developed on a phase basis, each phase shall 
be of such size, composition, and arrangement that its construction, 
marketing and operation is feasible as a unit independent of any subsequent 
phases and each phase complies with the requirement of this Code. 
13.7 Amendments to Plats 
(1) Any owner of land that has been platted and recorded may, 
upon application to the Board of County Commissioners, have such 
plat, or any portion thereof vacated, altered, or changed as 
hereinafter provided. 
(2) If it is desired to vacate or alter a portion only, or the 
entire plat, application in x^ riting, signed by all the owners of the 
land contained in the entire plat and the owners of the land 
contiguous or adjacent to any street therein, shall be made to 
the Board of Commissioners. 
(3) The Board of County Commissioners shall at its next 
regular meeting after the filing of such application consider 
the same, and, if satisfied that neither the public nor any person 
will be materially injured thereby and that the intent and 
provisions of this Code will be upheld, it shall order such portion 
or the entire plat to be vacated or altered as prayed for in the 
petition, which order shall be recorded in the office of the 
County Recorder. 
13.8 County Service Areas Required in Residential Zones 
A county Road Maintenance Service Area designed to recover the costs of 
road maintenance shall be required prior to the establishment of an 
SR-1, RR-1, HS-1, C-1, or LI-1 zone where local roads intended to service 
such property are contemplated for public use. 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT 
Regarding Section 1.3 Repeal and Continuing Effect of t h i s Development Code. 
The in t en t of t h i s sect ion i s to allow continued development under the 
Development Code of Summit County (Old Code) of any property where development 
had been i n i t i a t e d through master plan or zone change approval pr ior to the 
effect ive date of The Snyderville Basin Development Code (New Code). Examples 
of those "grandfathered" propert ies are currently indentif ied as, but not l imited 
t o , the foll.owing: 
- Jeremy Ranch, a Planned Unit Development consisting of 750 single family 
u n i t s , 1000 multL-family uni t s and 30 acres of commercial. 
- Landmark Plaza and Community, 252 multi-family uni t s and 30.5 acres of 
commercial. 
- Pinebrook, a Planned Unit Development consisting of 900 single family 
u n i t s , 1250 multL-family uni ts and 57 acres of commercial. 
- Si lver Springs East , consisting of 300 single-family un i t s , 260 mul t i -
family u n i t s including 10.5 acres of commercial. 
- Silver Summit Community consisting of 363 single, family u n i t s , 558 mul t i -
femily u n i t s and 5 acres commercial. 
- Spring Creek cons is t ing of 416 single family and 200 multi-family u n i t s . 
Developers of p rope r t i e s which have been "grandfathered" have an option to 
e i the r : (1) continue to develop under the provisions of the Old Code, or (2) 
to develop under the provisions of the New Code. When a project developer 
e l ec t s to proceed under the Old Code he will be permitted to continue 
development under the provisions of said Code. At any time during the 
development approval process, the project developer may a l so e l ec t to change-
over to the New Code for further development approvals within a "Master 
Planned" or "grandfathered" project . Once a project developer e l e c t s to change 
over to the New Code, a l l future development within a "Master Planned" or 
"grandfathered" p ro jec t must proceed under the New Code. 
In the event of the sa le of a l l or any or part of the Grandfathered Property by 
the project developer, the purchase^ a j sohas the option to develop such pa r t . 
ofLtheprflBgrty purchased unifeY^theOld iSxfe or under the Hew Code. The 
e lec t ion by such a purchaser to roceed with development under the Old Code or 
the New Code for the property pu. chased will not affect any e lect ion made by 
the s e l l e r for the reminder of tne Grandfathered Property. Likewise, any such 
e lect ion made by the s e l l e r with respect to the remainder of the Grandfathered 
Property wi l l not a f fec t the election by such a purchaser for the purchaser ' s 
portion of the Grandfathered Property. 
Respectfully, 
SUMMIT COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
Stanley D. Leavitt, Chairman s 
SUMMIT COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Rnhorr MrGre^or. Chairman' J 
I T I S HEREEY RESOLVED, BY THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF SUMMIT COUNTY", 
UTAH, THAT NO PERSON SHALL ERECT, CONSTRUCT, RECONSTRUCT OR ALTER ANY BUILDING 
OR STRUCTURE OR USE ANY BUILDING, STRUCTURE OR LAND OR OFFER FOR SALE OR SELL 
ANY LAND LOCATED WITHIN A SUBDIVISION EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THIS CODE. 
1.1 Purpose. This Code LS adopuea ZDV zn* statutor :_y authorized purpose of 
guiding and accomplishing a co-ordinated, adjusted, and harmonious development 
of the Snyderville Basin which will, in accordance with present and future 
needs and resources, best promote the health, safety, order, convenience and 
prosperity or the general welfare of the Basin's inhabitants, as well as 
efficiency and economy in the process of development. More specific statements 
of the public purposes served by th Is Code preface each section of the po] Icies 
adopted in Chapter 5. 
1.2 Authority. This resolution constitutes z:.-.- policy per::ion c: :ne 
Snyderville Basin Master Plan, the preparation and adoption of whicn is 
authorized by U.C.A. 17-27-4-6. It is also a zoning plan and resolution, the 
preparation, adoption and administration of which is authorized by U.C.A. 
17-27-9-17. 
, '1.3 Repeal and Continuing Effect, All presently existing County Regulations 
and Ordinances, except the Development Code of Summit County, to the extent of 
their inconsistency with this Code are repealed; provided however, any property 
within the Snyderville Basin Zoning District to which the Summit County 
Planning Commission has granted County Master Plan apprru^i} nny, in its 
entirety, be developed excluMveiyninder^Sie provisions of (1) The Develops 
Code of Summit County, or (2) this Code (The Snyderville Basin Development 
Code), at the discretion of the developer• (A "Statement of Intent" clarifying 
the "Continuing Effect" provi sion of this Code is attached). 
1.4 Relationship to other laws. If State or Federal law cr future County 
resolutions impose additional or duplicative standards on developments 
regulated by this Code, the more restrictive standard must be met by the 
development. 
1.5 Separability* If any portion of this Code or its application to specific 
circumstances is held invalid by a court the remainder of the Code and its 
application to other circumstances sha] 1 be 1 ma ffected. 
1.6 Burden of proof. The burden of proof shall, in all proceedings pursuant 
to this Code, rest with the developer. 
! 7 Amendment and review. Amendments to this Code may be made as .specified by 
law. The entire Code shall be reviewed annually by the Commission in order to 
assure its continuing appropriateness and efficacy. 
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CHAPTER 2 - DEFINITIONS 
1. Absolute policies - defined in 5.2(a) 
2. Accessory - refers to a minor use or structure which is clearly subordinate 
to a principal use or structure which has been issued a permit under this Code; 
includes signs. 
3. Adjacent - as used in this Code to describe landowners who must receive 
hearing notices it includes all properties immediately contiguous to a 
development site, including those which are separated from the site only by a 
road or other right-of-way or easement, 
4. Board - refers to the Board of County Commissioners of Summit County. 
5. Building - any structure used or intended for supporting or sheltering any 
use or occupancy. 
6. Building height - shall be defined as in the Uniform Building Code, 1982 
Edition, Sec. 409.H. 
7. Building Inspector - an enployee of the County authorized to issue building 
permits and Certificates of Occupancy and to generally assist in the administra-
tion of this Code. Appointment of such an official is authorized in U.C.A. 
17-27-13. 
t 
8. Commercial Uses - Retail business and service establishments, professional 
and governmental offices, developed recreational uses. 
9. Commission - refers to the Summit County Planning Commission, the appoint-
ment and duties of which are provided for in U.C.A. 17-27-2 et. seq. 
10. County - refers to Summit County, Utah. 
11. Coverage (in impervious surfaces) - the principal measure of development 
density used in this Code; see 5.9.(1). Coverage is the percent of a 
development site devoted to impervious surfaces. 
12. Decision record - refers to the finding of the Planning Staff or 
Commission on a permit application. These findings shall be made in a uniform 
format, using a policy checklist. 
13. Density Bonus - see 5.10. 
14. Development - the general term used to refer to any new construction or 
change in use requiring a permit under this Code. 
15. Developer - the general term used to refer to all applicants for permits 
under this Code. The developer, by definition, shall be the landowner or shall 
be an agent appointed by the landowner. 
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* :. :
:i::cr - rea ratio - the ratio of the total floor area of all scories < 
uii 3i::.-\: -r\ a. site to the total lot area. 
-'*-r ^cupation - see Appendi x C. 
; -naustrial uses - storage, processing, ar id shlppii lg of agricul tural < 
oiinoer products; minerals extraction and production, storage, processing, 
shipping or conversion to energy; fabrication, assembly, servicing,, 
manufacture, or storage of other products. 
19. Institutional uses - churches, schools, hospitals, residential care 
facilities, otter public or quasi-public uses. 
20. Impervious surfaces - includes all buildings or structures measured < 
their greatest extent and so as to include areas overhung by eaves, balcoi 
decks and other projecting features of the structure; also all paved or 
otherwise hard-surfaced areas such as roads, curbs and gutters, walks, pa. 
lots and loading areas, and asphalt or concrete aprons for solid waste 
containers, signs or outdoor mechanical equipment. Certain minor except! 
for major trails and outdoor recreational facilities are provided in 
5.7.5(7)(b). 
21. Level of service - as used in relative policy 5.7.5(1)• This is a 
qualitative measure of traffic flow characteristics. A detailed definiti 
provided in the Snyderville Basin Transportation Study, Forsgren-Perkj ns 
Engineering, Feb. 1982 pp. 21-22. 
22. Lo t: - A parce^ ,.1 unit of land described by metes and bounds and hel 
intended to be held in separate lease or ownership, or shown as a lot or 
on a recorded subdivision or planned unit development map, or shown on a 
used in the lease or sale or offer of lease or sale of land resulting fro 
division of a larger lot, parcel, or tract into two (2) or more smaller 1 
units. 
23• Lot coverage - -.^o only .in evaluation of perfonnance on policy 5.6. 
refers to the percentage of a site covered by buildings at grade* Should 
clearl y distinguished from coverage as defined I n 11 above. 
24. Major roads - refers to Interstate; 80 and its frontage roads, to U.S 
Highway" 40, and to State Highways 224 and 248. 
25. Mobile home - see Appendix D. 
26. Neighborhood commercial - see Appendix B. 
27. Non-point source - Generalized discharge of" waste1 'which cannot be loo 
as to a specific source into a water body. 
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28. Planning Staff - employees of the County responsible for assistance to the 
Commission in master planning and for issuance of Class I permits pursuant to 
this Code. Employment of a staff for the Commission is authorized in 
U.C.A. 17-27-3. 
29. Plat - the legal map of a subdivision. 
30. Point Source - Any discernible confined and discrete conveyance, including 
but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete, 
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or 
vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. 
31. Private utilities - includes power, telephone, natural gas, cable 
television and private water supply service. 
32. Recreation vehicle - see Appendix E. 
33. Relative policies - defined in 5.2.(b). 
34. Service Commercial - This use is intended to allow a range of service 
commercial and industrial uses limited by the performance standards or policies 
contained in Chapter 5. Uses such as light manufacturing, warehousing, office 
and research parks, and uses normally associated with residential areas(e.g. 
reception center, beauty shop), that will broaden Summit County's economic base 
and provide year-round enployment. 
35. Sight Distance - unobstructed view in both directions at a street 
intersection. 
36. Sign/s - any object, device, display, structure, or part thereof, situated 
outdoors or indoors, which is used to advertise, identify, display, direct or 
attract attention to an object, person, institution, organization, business, 
product, service, event, or location by any means, including words, letters, 
figures, designs, symbols, fixtures, colors, illumination, or projected 
images. Signs do not include the flag or emblem of any nation, organization of 
nations, or state OR merchandise and pictures or models of projects or services 
incorporated in a window display, point of purchase advertising displays - such 
as product dispensers or drive up menu boards, legal notices required by law, 
(such as collection containers for charity, self-help programs, and phone 
booths), lettering painted on or magnetically flush mounted on a motor vehicle 
operating in the normal course of business, works of art which in no way 
identify a product, or scoreboards located on athletic fields. Definitions of 
particular functional, locational, and structural types of signs may be found 
in Table 1. 
37. Strip Development - refers to a pattern of development attracted by a 
major road which is only one lot or parcel deep along that road and which 
create numerous accesses to it. Strip development is characterized by a lack 
of private sector planning and coordination and by generally adverse impacts on 
aesthetic values, energy consumption, pedestrian and cyclist safety, traffic, 
air quality, and adjoining properties. 
38. Structure - t ha t which i s b u i l t or constructed, an edifice or build, 
any kind, or any piece of work a r t i f i c i a l l y bu i l t up or composed of part, 
joined together in some def in i te manner, 
39* Subdivision - as defined in U.C..-., =. .-^V-^?, a subdivision i s the d-
of a t r a c t , or lo t or parcel of land into three or more l o t s , p l a t s , site 
other divisions of land for the purpose, whether immediate or future of 2 
of building development. See the ci ted section of the U.C.A. for excepti 
.If"1 Temporary - not 1:0 exceed a* period of one [1; year, 
IK Tine-share - see Appendix F. 
-. \ ' *. . current edi t ion; the State s t a t u t 
uuur - v t^ah Starve 'Jepartr^rr 1^ Transportation; the agency whi-ih imi] 
"7 ta tr> L i i c hT* «*- v " * 
-4 . uoe,£ - che occupancy of any rma j r building, that is t.he purpo;ii a 
CHARIER 3 - ZONING DISTRICT 
3.1. District established. In accord with the requirement of U.C.A. 17-27-9 
that zoning regulation be oy districts, the Snyderville Basin, as shown on the 
maps accompanying the Snyi. ;rville Basin Master Plan and this Code, is 
established as the Snyderville Basin Zoning District, within which the uniform 
regulations of this Code apply to all development. 
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SNYDERVILLE BASIN ZONING -ISTPTCT 
R3E R4E ' ***^ £-«vr ' '/ 
CHAPTER 4 - ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
4 . 1 . Permits required, A permit i s required for a l l developments in the 
Snyderville Basin Zoning D i s t r i c t . 
(a) A Class I development permit shal l be required for: 1) a l l new 
commercial, i n d u s t r i a l , or i n s t i t u t i o n a l uses within subdivisions 
p l a t t ed and recorded pr ior to the adoption of t h i s code; 2) a l l new 
home occupations; 3) a l l new single l o t or single u n i t r e s iden t i a l uses 
not within p la t t ed recorded subdivisions on parcels of for ty (40) or 
l e s s ac res ; 4) a l l changes in use of an exis t ing building a s per the 
guidel ines of Appendix H. 5) a l l temporary sales uses and 
temporary s t r u c t u r e s . 6) All aux i l i a ry uses to u t i l i t i e s requir ing a 
bui lding permit. 7) the minor expansion of ex i s t i ng conpatible uses. 
>The purpose of the Class I development permit i s to assure effect ive 
regulation of uses and s t ruc tu res which have not previously been reviewed 
for compliance with t h i s Code, but are located e i t he r inside or outside of 
a previously approved subdivision. Class I development permits sha l l be 
issued by the Planning Staff, unless the Planning Director determines i t 
would be in the bes t i n t e r e s t of the public tha t a Class I I permit be 
required through the Commission. 
(b) A Class I I development permit shal l be required for a l l developments 
which do not qual ify for Class I development permits. The purpose of the 
Class I I development permit i s to assure effective regulat ion of a l l land 
use changes. Class I I permits sha l l be issued by the Commission. 
(c) A development permit i s not required for the following: Land which i s 
used sole ly for a g r i c u l t u r a l , farming, dairying, stock r a i s ing or similar 
purposes;- construction or placement of dwelling u n i t s in p l a t t ed , recorded 
subdivisions a s permitted, including addi t ions to these u n i t s , provided 
those addi t ions a re for r e s i d e n t i a l purposes, and accessory buildings, 
provided they a re to function so le ly a s accessories to the pr inc ipa l use; 
construction or placement of dwelling un i t s on parcels outside of p la t t ed , 
recorded subdivisions provided the parcel existed a s a parcel shown in a 
recorded metes and bounds descr ipt ion a s a deed, sa les cont rac t or survey 
pr ior to August 1, 1977. 
4 .2 . Representations. All representat ions nade in an appl ica t ion for a permit 
and which are necessary for compliance with any absolute pol icy or to secure a 
posi t ive or zero r a t ing on any r e l a t i ve policy are binding. Fai lure to f u l f i l l 
any representat ion during construction or occupance of a development nay r e s u l t 
in suspension or revocation of the development's permit, a s provided in 4.10(2) 
and (3 ) . 
4 . 3 . Conditions. Conditions nay be imposed on the issuance of any permit, but 
they shal l be c l ea r ly designed to implement one or more of the po l i c i e s s e t 
fo r th in Chapter 5 and sha l l be c lea r ly s tated in the decision record. Fai lure 
to f u l f i l l any condition imposed during construction or occupance of a develop-
ment nay r e s u l t in suspension or revocation of the development's permit, a s 
provided in 4.10(2) and (3 ) . 
4 .4 . Time Limit On Permit. A development permit sha l l be void a f t e r three 
(3) years unless subs tan t ia l construction or development ( i n s t a l l a t i o n of 
improvements or County acceptance of an escrow fund agreement or bond to 
guarantee i n s t a l l a t i o n of improvements) has taken place. However, the 
Commission may extend the permit for an addi t ional two year period on request 
by the appl icant to whom the permit was issued. 
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(a) F i l ing of an applicat ion for a permit cons t i tu tes permission for the 
County to conduct inspections of the proposed development s i t e curing i t s 
consideration of the appl icat ion, 
(b) The County shall, a l so nake inspections during the construction and 
occupance of a developriBnt to monitor compliance with the representations 
mde and conditions imposed in approval of a permit. 
4 .6 . Application forms. Applications for permits shal l be rrade on the forms 
provided by the County. Incomplete appl icat ions sha l l NOT, under any 
circumstances, 'be considered for approval. Fai lure of the developer to pay 
delinquent property taxes on approved p la t ted phases of a project shall j u s t i 
the Count/ I n not con si dering approval of addi t l onal phases of a developer Ts 
proposal, 
4 . /. (ILiiii: 1 '2}™\Iy Procedure 
The Class I permit procedure provides for the r e l a t ive ly rapid proces-
sing of individual uses and s t ruc tures . 
STEP 1. Pre-Application Conference. A pre-appl icat ion conference between 
the developer and the Planning Staff shal l precede the f i l i n g of an app l i ca t i 
for a Class I permit. Pre-application conferences shal l be arranged by the 
developer who wi l l provide a sketch plan of the proposed development a s a 'bas 
.for discussion. Pre-application conferences are not regulatory proceedings -
thei r purpose i s to assure tha t prospective developers understand the 
provisions of t h i s Code BEFORE f i l i ng an appl ica t ion . 
STEP 2. F i l ing , .An, appl icat ion for a Class I permit nay "be f i l ed wit: 
Planning Staff a t any time during regular working hours within 120 days a f t e r 
the pre-appl icat ion conference and a t l eas t 3 working days before a s c e o r . e d 
hearing. 
STEP 3« Hearing schedule/notice. The Planning Staff shal l schedule and 
conduct regular hearings on Class I permits so t ha t a l l Class I permits are 
processed within 10 days of their f i l i n g . Hearing no t ices and agendas shal l 
posted in the County Courthouse and nailed to the Commission and the 
developer. Notices nay a lso be nailed to individuals or organizations (such < 
homeowner * s associat ions) which have regis tered with the Planning Staff _as^  
des i r ing to receive not ices of Jiearings on Class I permi.ts within a specified 
a rea . Supplemental media not ices of these hearings .nay be used but are not 
required, 
STEP' 4. Hearing procedure. At the tearing the Planning Staff si a l l 
determine the proposed development's compliance with t h i s Code. I f the 
proposed development conplies with a l l absolute po l i c i e s and receives a 
cumulative score of zero or be t te r on the r e l a t i ve po l ic ies (or where a densi 
bonus i s required, a posi t ive score suff ic ient for tha t bonus to be awarded) 
the permit shal l be approved. If the proposed development f a i l s to comply wf 
any absolute policy or to receive a cumulative score of zero or be t te r on the 
r e l a t ive po l ic ies the permit shal l not be approved. Where a density bonus i s 
required and a posi t ive cumulative score insuf f ic ien t for the density bonus :L 
received, the permit shal l not be approved,. 
STEP 5. Notice of act ion. The developer shal l receive p r o m t writ ten 
no t ice , including a copy of the decision record, of the approval or re ject ion 
of h is or her development. 
4.8 . Class I I Permit Procedure. 
STEP 1. Pre-Application Conference. A pre-application conference between 
the developer and the Planning Commission shal l precede the f i l i n g of an 
appl icat ion for a Class I I permit. Time for a pre-application conference must 
be scteduled through the Planning Staff a t l e a s t 10 working days before the 
regularly scheduled Commission meeting a t which the pre-application conference 
i s proposed. The developer w i l l provide a sketch plan of the proposed 
development a s a bas i s for discussion but pre-application conferences a re not 
regulatory proceedings - the i r purpose i s to assure tha t prospective developers 
understand the provisions of t h i s Code BEFORE f i l i n g an appl ica t ion. 
STEP 2. F i l i ng . An appl ica t ion for a Class I I permit my be f i l ed with the 
Planning Staff a t any time during regular working hours within 120 days a f t e r 
the pre-appl icat ion conference and a t l e a s t 45 days before the regular ly 
scheduled Commission nee t ing a t which a hearing on the applicat ion i s 
proposed. 
STEP 3* Hearing schedule/notice. 
(a) A hearing sha l l be automatically scheduled upon f i l i n g of a conplete 
appl icat ion for a Class I I permit. The tearing shal l be held within 60 
days or a t the next avai lable Commission meeting i f the agenda for the 
regular meeting a t which the hearing was proposed i s f i l l e d . 
(b) Hearing no t i ces and agendas shal l be posted in the County Courthouse 
and mailed to the Commission a t l e a s t 30 (Jays in advance of the hearing. A 
minimum not ice of 30 days sha l l a l so be provided, a t the developer 's 
expense and by c e r t i f i e d mail, to a l l adjacent landowners and to the 
holders of any va l id mineral leases on the property to be developed. 
Notice sha l l a l s o be published, a t the developer 's expense, once in each of 
the 4 weeks immediately preceding the hearing in the County's o f f i c i a l 
newspaper. The published and mail notice must include the hearing da te , 
time and place; a leg^l descr ipt ion of the proposed development s i t e ( to 
the quar ter -quar ter sec t ion) ; a b r ie f general description of the proposed 
development and the address and telephone number of the County Planning 
Office a s a source of further infor nation. 
STEP 4* Hearing procedure. At the hearing the Commission shal l determine 
the proposed developments compliance with t h i s Code. I f the proposed 
development complies with a l l absolute, po l i c ies , including applicable special 
use po l i c i e s , and receives a cumulative score of zero or be t te r on the r e l a t i v e 
po l ic ies (or where a densi ty bonus i s required, a posi t ive score suf f ic ien t for 
tha t bonus to be awarded) the permit shal l be approved. I f the proposed 
development f a i l s to comply with any absolute policy or to receive a cumulative 
score of zero or b e t t e r on the r e l a t i ve po l i c ies the permit shal l not be 
approved. Where a densi ty bonus i s required and a posit ive cumulative score 
insuff ic ient for t ha t density bonus i s received, the permit shal l not be 
approved. 
STEP 3. Notice of ac t ion . The developer shal l receive prompt wr i t ten 
no t ice , including a copy of the decision record, of the approval or re jec t ion 
of h is or her development. 
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STEP 6, Additional procedures for p l a t s . Approval of the Class I I 
permit for a subdivision shall be made in accord with the s teps described 
above. Approval of the subdivision's f inal p l a t i s a lso required bv IJ.C.A, 
17-27-21.' ' 
(a) A f inal p la t may be f i led with the Planning Staff a t any time duri 
regular working hours af ter the Class 11 permit has been approved and a 
least: 5 working days before the Commission meeting a t which review of t 
f inal p l a t i s proposed. If the f inal p l a t accurately r e f l e c t s a l l 
representat ions made and conditions imposed and i s In accord with the 
p l a t t i ng standards of Appendix A i t shal l be approved by the Commission 
transmitted by the Commission to the .Board. 
(b) A final p la t which has been reviewed and approved by the Commissio 
sha l l be submitted to the Board for I t s review, approval and acceptance 
any dedications made (as required by TJ.CA 17-27-21) a t I t s next regula; 
meeting as arranged by appointment, 
4• ^  Variances and Appe'ih:. 
( I -ariances. 
\BX} As provided in U.C.A. 17-27-"" 16 an absolute policy m y be varied whe 
by reason of exceptional narrowness, shallowness or shape of a specific 
piece of property at the time of enactment of this Code, or exceptional 
topographic or situational conditions of such piece of property, the str 
application of the provisions of this Code would result in peculiar and 
—^exceptional practical difficulties or 'undue hardships upon the owner of 
property. The Planning Commission may reconmend and the Board of County 
Commissioners may authorize upon appeal, a variance from such strict 
application If such 'variance may be granted without substantial detrimen 
to the public good and adjacent property owners and without .substantia 11; 
imparing the intent and purpose of this Code. 
(c • -V;v- :-.annir.:: Commission shall not recommend and the Board of County 
Commissioners shall not grant a variance where relator policies are soug 
to be varied. 
(c) The Board of Adjustment shai: rear and decide requests for inter-
pretation of the support maps utilized in the enforcement of this Code, 
where disputes involving boundary :ines are alleged. 
111
 Acti-it;, f«/ I he l:WiP<h 
^uec —d -Before any variance is granted the applicant shall show 
circumstances apply to applicants property not generally applicable tc other 
properties in the Snyderville Basin zoning district, (b) -;hat because \i jai< 
special circumstances, applicant is deprived of privileges possessed by other 
property owners in the same zone, and •'. :^ tnat the granting of the variance : 
essential to the enjoyment of the substantial property right possessed by othe 
property owners in the same zone. 
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(3) Appeals to Board of County Commissioners, Any person agrieved by his or 
her inability to obtain a development permit, or by the decision of any 
administrative officer or agency pertaining to such permit (for example, the 
imposition of a condition on a permit approval, or in the case of a 
development's neighbors, the issuance of a permit) based upon or made in the 
administration or enforcement of this Code, pertaining to such permit, may 
appeal to the Board of County Commissioners, as set forth below. 
(4) Filing For an Appeal/Variance or Interpretation 
(a) Appeals to the Board of County Commissioners regarding permit denial shall 
be filed through the Planning Staff during regular working hours within 10 days 
after the decision being appealed was made. Appeals shall be in writing, 
describe the specific decision and the section of this Code under which that 
decision was made. The appeal shall be acconpanied by a fee established by the 
Board of County Commissioners. 
(b) Variance requests to the Board of County Commissioners, upon Planning 
Commission recommendation shall be filed through the Planning Staff 10 days 
prior to a regularly scheduled Board of County Commissioners meeting. The 
request for a variance shall be accompanied by a fee established by the Board 
of County Commissioners. 
(c) Request for interpretations by the Board of Adjustment shall be filed 
through the Planning Staff. 
(5) Hearing Schedule/Notice. 
(a) Upon filing for an appeal, interpretation, or variance, a hearing 
shall be scheduled within 5 days. The hearing shall be held within 60 
days, preceded by at least 10 days notice. 
(b) At least 10 days notice of the hearing shall be provided to the 
appellant and, at the appellant's expense and by certified mail, to all 
abutting; property owners. Notice shall also be published, at the 
appellant's expense in a newspaper of general circulation in the County. 
Said notice shall be published once in each of the 2 weeks immediately 
proceeding the hearing. 
(6) Hearing. 
(al The intent in requiring a hearing is to enable the Board(s) to obtain 
facts surrounding the case which may not be evident, or which may not be 
shown in the record as submitted to the board(s). The decision of the 
board(s) shall be based upon the facts and not,upon expression^s^^of_^ppp_rt 
or protest, or lack of support or protest, which may be made at the 
hearing. Any party may appear at the hearing in person or by agent or by 
attorney. 
(b) The concurring vote of four members of the board in the case of a five-
member board, and of three members in the case of a three-member board, 
shall be necessary to reverse any order, requirement, decision or 
determination of any such administrative official or agency or to decide in 
favor of the appellant. 
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(7) Recourse from Decision of Board(s). Any person agrieved by any decisic 
of the Board(s) may have and maintain a plenary action for relief therefrom 
any court of competent jurisdiction, provided that petition for such relief 
presented to the court within 60' days after the filing of such decision i n 1 
office of the Board(s), 
4 I1'" The Cerf i fic'j f>j oi <V:cupan'"y. 
(1) Certificate of occupancy. No development or approved phase of a 
development shall be occupied or operated until a certificate of occupancy Ir 
been issued. The purpose of this certificate is to certify that the 
development has been constructed in full compliance with all representations 
made and conditions imposed on its permit approval. A certificate of occups 
shall be issued by the Building Inspector only after on-site inspections 
demonstrate that the development has 'been constructed as represented and 
required i n the permit approval. 
(2) Suspension. A certificate of occupancy ray be suspended at any time or 
site inspections show that a continuing condition of permit approval is not 
being fulfilled (an example would be inadequate maintenance of landscaping i 
which positive points were awarded or removal of a required screening fence) 
A written notice of suspension shall be served on the owner or operator of t 
development requiring that the development return to compliance with its per 
within 60 days or be vacated. A notice of suspension nay be appealed to the 
Board. 
(3) Revocation. If •-. -^rtificate of occupancy has seen suspended and 60 da 
have passed without the development returning or demonstrating diligent effo 
to return to compliance with its permit, the certificate of occupancy shall 
revoked and a notice of revocation served, requiring vacation of the 
development within 5 days. 
4
 "" Enforcement. 
The permit reqiiirenBnts of this Code may be enforced "by any appropriate mean 
authorized by U.C.A. 17-27-23. including injunctions to prevent or stop 
violations and i^ ourt orders for the removal of offending uses or structures. 
4.12 Fees, 
Applications for e i ther Class 1 or Class I I development permits shal l be 
subject to reasonable fees , as may be set by the Board of Commissioners, for 
but not limited to , processing, review, publication, not ice, and inspection! 
pertaining to an appl ica t ion . Payment s t a l l accompany the application for a 
permit. Fees required by the County!s building codes are in addition to the 
application fees as se t by the Board, Failure of the "developer to pay requi, 
fees shal l j u s t i fy the County in witholding further act ion on said developer, 
proposals. 
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CLASS I 
PERMIT PROCEDURE 
CLASS I 
PERMIT PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER 5 - POLICY 
5.1 Adoption of policies. Summit County has adopted the following policies as 
uniform guides to future development. Each division of the numbered policies 
is prefaced by a general statement of the broad public purpose which the more 
specific policies serve. 
Adoption of these policies was preceded by extensive public discussion 
and by hearings intended to assure that the policies accurately 
reflect the public interest as defined by the residents of the 
Snyderville Basin. 
5.2 Kinds of policy, 
(a) Absolute policies require or prohibit certain kinds of performance by 
developers* Failure to comply with any relevant absolute policy shall 
result in rejection of the application for a permit. 
(b) Relative policies encourage or discourage certain kinds of performance 
by developers. Each relative policy is assigned an importance factor 
ranging from 1 to 5 as explained in 5.4 A developments performance on 
each relative policy shall be rated on a scale that ranges -2 to +2 as 
explained in 5.5. A development must receive a cumulative score on all 
relative policies of zero or better to receive approval except as provided 
in 5.3 below. 
5.3 Density bonuses. As explained in 5.10,, a development may receive 
density bonuses for positive performance in the public interest as represented 
by positive point scores. 
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5.4 Assignment of Importance Factors 
Multipliers or weights called importance factors are used to indicate the 
relative importance of relative policies. The meaning of each importance 
factor is as follows: 
1 - is assigned to the least important relative policies 
2 - is assigned to relative policies of minor importance 
3 - is assigned to relative policies of average or normal importance 
4 - is assigned to important relative policies 
5 - is assigned to the most important relative policies 
5.5 Performance Ratings 
A development's performance on relative policies is awarded points, as foil 
+2 - is awarded for creating a significant public benefit with no substantia 
public detriment, or for an excellent job of implementing the policy. 
+1 - is awarded for creating some public benefits, raitigciting a minor public 
detriment, or for doing a good job of implementing the policy. 
0 - is awarded if a policy is irrelevant, if there is no public benefit and 
public detriment .from a project, if there is a public detriment which has b€ 
fully mitigated,or for a merely adequate job of implementing the policy. 
-1 - is awarded for an inadequate job of implementation, or for creating son 
public detriment. 
-2 - is awarded when there is substantially no effort at implementation of t 
policy or for the creation of a significant public detriment. 
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5.6 Absolute Po l i c i e s . 
Activi ty: All Development 
Defini t ion: All proposed developments must be reviewed agains t the c r i t e r i a of 
t h i s sect ion. 
C r i t e r i a : Each of the following applicable c r i t e r i a must be s a t i s f i ed and 
implemented within the development plan, 
5.6,1 Environmental Cr i t e r i a . 
(1) Air Quality. Developments which produce emissions to the a i r sha l l 
demonstrate compliance with a l l State a i r qual i ty standards, a s evidenced by 
the issuance of any permits required for the i r emissions by the S ta t e . 
(2) Water Quali ty, Developments which produce any point source discbarge to 
any watercourse sha l l demonstrate conpliance with a l l State water qua l i ty 
standards, a s evidenced by the issuance of any permits required for the i r 
discbarge by the S ta te , 
(3) Watershed Protect ion. In a l l developments no use or s t ruc ture sha l l be 
permitted within 1500 f e e t above and 100 f ee t below each spring or public water 
supply where such use or s t ructure could possibly pol lute such water source. 
(4) Sewage Disposal, 
(a) Connection to the f a c i l i t i e s of the Snyderville Basin Sewer 
Inprovement D i s t r i c t i s required for a l l developments except in cases where 
unplat ted individual l o t s are beyond 300 f t . of ex i s t ing "public sani tary 
sewer" f a c i l i t i e s , on- s i t e systems may be used. Proposed r e s iden t i a l 
development p ro jec t s consis t ing of s ix (6) or l e s s l o t s of* un i t s located in an 
area where the Snyderville Basin Sewer Improvement D i s t r i c t s ' Master Plan c a l l s 
for extension of the wastewater co l lec t ion system within a 3 year period nay a t 
the d i sc re t ion of the Planning Commission, u t i l i z e interim sewage disposal 
f a c i l i t i e s , subject to approval of the County Health Department and wr i t t en 
approval of the Sewer D i s t r i c t . The Sewer D i s t r i c t s wri t ten approval sha l l 
include conf i rmt ion of approved plans for i n s t a l l a t i on of the on-s i t e sewer 
co l lec t ion f a c i l i t i e s and prepayment of the sewer connection fees to guarantee 
connection to the sewer trunkline a t the tine of extension. 
(b) On-site sewage disposal systems sha l l be s i t ed and constructed in 
accord with Sta te and County heal th regulat ions and standards, a s evidenced by 
issuance of the permits necessary to const ruct any such system by the 
appropriate au thor i ty . 
(5) Revesta t ion/Erosion Protection/Runoff Control. Development plans sha l l 
preserve s ign i f i can t ex is t ing vegetation to the extent possible; sha l l provide 
for appropriate , pronpt revegetation or erosion protect ion measures; sha l l 
provide for surface water runoff control in accordance with Summit County 
Engineering Standards, 
(6) 'Cut and f i l l slopes. All cu t and f i l l slopes in excess of 3:1 sha l l be 
properly s t ab i l i zed , a s evidenced in a professionally prepared Grading and 
Conservation Plan attached to the appl icat ion for a permit. Revegetation of 
cut and f i l l slopes of l e s s than 3:1 i s required by policy 5.6.1(5) and 
encouraged by policy 5.7.1(2) . 
5.6.2 Critical Areas. 
(1) Geologic Hazards. Developments which nay be adversely affected by 
geologic hazards are prohibited. A variance of this prohibition may be 
obtained in cases where the developer demonstrates that the geologic hazard 
fully mitigated by appropriate design and construction techniques. 
Geologic hazards include any kind of slope instability (landslides, 
rockfall, mudflows) or ground subsidence that may result from natural 
or man-made conditions and also any kind of seismic activity. These 
natural hazards are discussed in the technical support document for 
this plan. 
Avalanche Tracks 
All known avalanche tracks are declared to be critical areas because of the 
high probability that development in such hazardous areas will resulb in 
property damage, damage to public utilities and roads serving the developme 
and, possibly, injury or loss of life to occupants. 
(2) Avalanche Track Open Space. All known avalanche tracks shall be 
maintained as permanent open space in accord with the Open Space policies o 
this Plan. 
(3) Avalanche Track Modification. Where avalanche trades must be modified 
all elements of such modifications shall be certified, by a licensed 
professional engineer with demonstrated experience in dealing with avalanch 
hazards, as creating no threats to human safety or serious hazard of major 
property damage, damage to public utilities or roads. 
Critical Slopes 
All slopes over 40% and any slopes over 25% where there is the potential of 
instability or rapidly accelerated stormwater runoff and erosion and where 
soil loss tolerances indicate a poor potential for revegetation (because so 
fertility would be rapidly diminished) are declared to be critical areas 
because there is a high probability that on-site and downslope property dam 
and water quality, fisheries and wildlife habitat deterioration will result 
from their development. Revegetation difficulties are compounded by the 
Snyderville Basin!s short growing season, making the reclamation of disturb 
slopes very costly. The mintenance of public utilities or roads across 
unstable slopes is also very costly. And finally, naturally vegetated slop 
are important elements in the BasinTs scenic quality and their uncontrolled 
development could have adverse impacts on the local resort industry, as wel 
on the enjoyment of the Basin's beauty by its residents. 
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(4) Critical Slope Modification. Where critical slopes, including those 
dedicated as open space, are modified, submission of a professionally prepared 
Grading and Conservation Plan which specifies all measures taken to assure 
slope stability and to prevent accelerated runoff and erosion is required. The 
design of all structural elements (such as permanent and tenporary access 
roads) included in such a plan shall be certified by a licensed professional 
engineer with demonstrated experience in slope stabilization. 
v/5.6.3 Compatibility Assessment Traditional zoning assumes that mixed land 
uses are not compatible, and the only way to resolve this problem is to 
physically seperate them from one another. Little consideration is given to 
the possibility that mixed land uses, with different impacts, could be made to 
compliment each other. 
The Planning Commission shall, within its sound discretion, find development to 
be reasonably compatible and sensitive to the immediate environment of the site 
and neighborhood relative to: scale, bulk, and building height; density and 
historical character; disposition and orientation of buildings on the lot; 
buffering; and visual integrity. 
Land use conflicts which are likely to arise between land uses include issues 
involving: noise, odor, dust, light, attractive nuisance, shadow, aesthetics, 
privacy, access, safety, etc. 
The Planning Commission as a result of the outcome of the following procedures 
and criteria will determine the compatibility of new development or 
redevelopment with neighboring uses. 
\sC\) Neighborhood Meeting 
A meeting will be held with the affected neighborhood prior to the filing of a 
Class I or II application. The purpose of the meeting is for the developer to 
interact with the neighborhood, and for the developer to inform and obtain 
feedback from the neighborhood on a specific development in a relaxed 
atmosphere. 
(2) The Participants/Notification 
It shall be the sole purpose of this give-and-take session to determine and 
bring about the compatibility of a proposed project with its surroundings. 
Specifically, the following parties are to be involved: 
(a) All affected property owners within 1000 ft. of the development 
proposal shall be notified of the meeting tine, date and place. This notice 
shall be by mail. 
(b) The developer shall be notified of the meeting time, date and place by 
mail. Failure of the developer to attend this meeting, shall annul the 
development proposal. 
(c) The planning staff shall attend. 
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(3) The Developer!s Presentation 
During this meeting, at which the staff shall preside, the developer shall 
explain to the affected property owners the proposed use of the site. To 
facilitate the discussion, the developer shall produce a sketch plan showing 
how individual buildings are to be situated on the site. It shall also show 
distances from these buildings to property lines, locations for signs, 
locations for lighting fixtures, and information regarding steps to be taken to 
bring about compatibility with existing development. This sketch plan m y be 
rough in nature and need not be exactly to scale. All distances and 
dimensions, however, shall be shown. 
(4) Relevant Topics to be Discussed 
Following this presentation, the affected property owner shall be permitted 
time to question the developer about points which remain unclear. Questioning 
shall center on the proposal as presented, not the question of whether the site 
should be developed. The following criteria are relevant but not 
inclusive topics for consideration during this exchange. 
increase traffic and/or parking in the area to 
increase pedestrian traffic in the area to an 
create an unsightly view for affected property 
create a noise nuisance 'to affected property 
create artificial lighting glare on affected 
create water run off problems? 
create an odor nuisance for affected property 
create air or water pollution? 
lead to the loss of privacy for affected 
lead to a change in the character of the area 
by taking open space, removing the natural vegetation, or altering historically-
valuable sites for development? 
5) Relevant Solutions to Identified Impacts. 
In the event that any of these criteria pose a problem, thus putting 
compatibility in question, a solution shall be discussed. The following are 
among the possible solutions to the criteria listed above. 
(I) Increase in traffic: upgrade the road design; control access to the 
road; upgrade the intersection design. 
(II) Increase in pedestrian traffic: construct facilities to handle it. 
(III) Creation of an unsightly view: screen the view using natural or man-made 
materials; provide greater distance betweeen the proposed building and existing 
development. 
(I) Will the proposed project 
an unsafe level.? 
k\D (II) Will the proposed project 
unsafe level? 
(Ill) Will the proposed project 
owners? 
r^ C (IV) Will the proposed project 
owners? 
s\P(V) Will the proposed project 
* property owners1 property? 
A(VI) Will the proposed project 
»(VII) Will the proposed project 
(^ owners? 
4(VIII)Will the proposed project 
(IX) Will the proposed project 
property owners? 
(X) Will the proposed project 
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(IV) Creation of noise: provide or construct barriers; construct earthen 
berms; provide greater distance between the noise generator and existing 
development; screen the noise generator using natural or man-made materials, 
(V) Creation of glare: revise plans to utilize fixtures and bulbs which 
minimize glare; screen the lights using natural or man-made materials. 
(VI) Creation of water run off problems: revise the water drainage system; 
construct water retention facilities; screen the retention ponds with natural 
or man-made materials. 
(VII) Creation of odor nuisances: enclose and filter the odors; provide 
greater distance between the odor generator and existing development. 
(VIII)Creation of pollution: filter and lessen the problem; provide greater 
distance between the generator and existing development. 
(IX) Loss of privacy: screen the new development with natural or nan-made 
materials; dedicate part of the site to public use. 
(X) Change the community character: dedicate land to public use; screen or 
landscape the proposed development with natural or man-made materials; move or 
relocate buildings of historical importance. 
(6) Reaching a Consensus/Report to the Commission 
Following the exchange of views between the developer and affected property 
owners, the staff shall review verbally the points voiced during the meeting. 
Included in this presentation shall be proposals and counter-proposals to which 
both parties have agreed in an effort to make the project compatible. Upon 
conclusion of the review, the staff shall ask those assembled if the positions 
thus presented represent an accurate consensus of the opinions expressed. When 
they do, the meeting shall be concluded. Reaching this point, the staff shall 
prepare a report for submission to the Commission at its next meeting. The 
Commission shall then use this report as: 
a) A guideline for determining if a consensus was reached. 
-
a
"^ b) What conditions, if any, shall be imposed as a condition of approval to 
achieve a reasonable level of compatibility. 
(7) Failing to Reach a Consensus 
In cases where the exchange of views between the developer and the affected 
property owners does not result in a consensus, the staff shall verbally review 
the points voiced during the meeting before concluding the proceedings. It 
shall be the purpose of this summation to ascertain the exact points where 
agreement has been reached and points when disagreement still exists. On 
points where disagreement exists, the staff shall review the differing 
opinions. At the point when an accurate representation of the opinion 
expressed is presented, the staff shall record the opinions for submission to 
the Conmission for use during the public hearing. 
(8) The Public Hearing 
In some instances, because of personal feeling or circumstances peculiar to the 
. proposed site, a consensus opinion will not be possible. When those situations 
arise, the Commission shall hold a public hearing to allow a full and complete 
discussion of the issues involved. The public hearing will also provide a 
second opportunity to bring about a consensus. 
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(9) Public Hearing Participants/Notification 
In an effort to hear the corments of all parties to the issues, the following 
persons are to be involved: 
(a) All affected property owners within 1000 ft. of the development 
proposal shall be notified of the meeting time, date and place. This notice 
shall be by nail. 
(b) The developer shall be notified of the meeting time, date and place by 
mail. Failure of the developer to attend this meeting, shall annul the 
development proposal. 
(c) The planning commission and staff shall attend. 
(d) A notice of the hearing shall be given by at least one (1) publication 
in a newspaper of the general circulation in the Snyderville Basin Area, at 
least five (5) days prior to the hearing date. 
The Commission chairnHn shall preside at all public hearings. It shall be the 
duty of this person to facilitate a full discussion of the issues relative to 
those expressed during the conpatibility assessment (neighborhood) meeting. 
(10) Relevant Topics at the Hearing/Presentation Time Limit 
Topics covered in 5.6.3, 5.6.3(4) and 5.6.3(5) shall be considered relevant for 
discussion during the hearing. Each of the two sides of the issue shall be 
given equal time in which to nake their points before the Commission. 
Additional time may be granted to the parties involved, subject to a unanimous 
decision by the Commission. 
(11) Commission Discussion and Decision 
Following the public discussions, the Commission shall confer on the 
presentations given and the report on the conpatibility assessment 
(neighborhood) meeting. Using the uniform guides contained in the Policy 
Section of this Code and this information, the Commission shall make its 
decision. Decision options include: 
a) Should the Commission concur with the developers position it shall state 
its reasons along with any conditions, and thereby allow the project to 
proceed. 
b) Should the Commission concur with the affected property owners position 
and require measures to bring the proposed project into a compatible state 
with surrounding development, it shall state its reasons along with any 
^conditions, and thereby allow the project to proceed. 
c) Should the Commission concur with the affected property owners and deny 
v
- the proposed project for the site based on its belief that this is an 
extreme case and that no amount of reasonable solutions will mitigate the 
identified adverse impacts, it shall state its reasons in detail and return 
the proposal to the developer. The developer way then either proceed with 
another project for the site or appeal to the Board as explained in 4.9(3), 
4.9(4), 4.9(5), 4.9(6), and 4.9(7). 
In the event that option (a) or (b) is selected, conpliance with the conditions 
set down by the Commission shall be manditory. Development plan submitted in 
accordance with Chapter 5 shall conform to these conditions. 
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5.6.4 Services. 
Capacity - Access 
These policies serve the public interest by assuring that the County 
does not approve developments which it (or other public agencies) can 
not adequately or affordably serve. These policies also encourage 
developers to consider the impacts of their activity on traffic, 
public safety, education and other public services and facilities 
which are not provided as improvements by the developer but which may 
be significantly impacted by his or her project. 
(1) Private Utilities. Private utilities capacity to serve a proposed 
development, as evidenced by a letter from each utility is required. 
Evidentiary letters shall include a statement that the utility presently has 
both sufficient capacity and, based on plans submitted by the developer, 
adequate rights-of-way or easements to provide service. 
(2) Sewerage. Adequate, EXISTING capacity to serve the proposed development 
shall be certified, in writing, by the Snyderville Basin Sewer Improvement 
District. Written acceptance of a Line Extention Agreement (L.E.A.) by the 
District shall serve as certification that treatment facilities have adequate 
"existing" plant capacity to serve the proposed development. 
The March 1983 status of the Snyderville Basin Sewer Improvement 
District's system is discussed in the technical document supporting 
this Plan. 
(3) Access to Existing Roads. 
(a) All points of access to existing public roads or highways shall meet 
UDCT standards. These standards are summarized in Table 3. 
(b) The design and construction of turn lanes, merging lanes, traffic 
signs or signals and other improvements required to make access points 
conform to the UDOT standards referred to in (a), above, shall be the 
responsibility of the developer. 
(4) Road Maintenance. All subdivisions and developments where local streets 
are intended for public maintenance shall be annexed to Summit County Service 
Area #6 which provides local street maintenance including snow removal. Where 
residential developments are platted as Condomoniums with local streets 
included as part of the common facilities, public maintenance is not 
contemplated* In such cases, participation in the service area shall not be 
required. 
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(5) Fire Protect ion. 
Xal Adequate, ex i s t ing capacity to provide f i r e protection 
shal l be c e r t i f i e d in wr i t ing , for a l l developments, by the 
Park City Fire Protect ion D i s t r i c t . Where buildings are to 
be used for i n d u s t r i a l , commercial, or commercial/residential 
( t r i - p l e x or la rger ) purposes, building and s i t e plans must be 
approved by the Park City Fire Protection D i s t r i c t pr ior to 
issuance of the building permit. 
(b) Fire hydrants, water l ine s i zes , water storage for 
f i r e protect ion, and minimum flow for f i r e protect ion 
shal l be determined by using the standards of the Insurance 
Services Office which are known as the Fire System Grading 
Standards. In no case sha l l minimum f i r e flow be l e s s 
than one thousand galions per minute for a period of two 
(2) hours. 
(c) The developer(s) sha l l furnish writ ten evidence to the 
County and the Park City Fire Protection D i s t r i c t verifying 
tha t e i t he r a new or ex i s t ing water conpany sha l l be 
responsible for the perpetual and continual maintenance of a l l 
f i r e protect ion appurtenances including annual flagging of a l l 
hydrants, p r ior to November 1 s t of each year. 
(6) Solid Waste Disposal. Developments for which l and f i l l and/or so l id waste 
col lec t ion capacity a re unavailable a re prohibited. 
(7) School Bus Access. All r e s iden t i a l developments where public iiHintenance 
i s an t ic ipa ted sha l l provide adequate school bus loading and turn-around 
a reas , a s evidenced by a wri t ten statement from the Park City School D i s t r i c t . 
(8) Mail Delivery. All r e s iden t i a l developments sha l l provide f a c i l i t i e s for 
pos ta l de l ive r i e s a s recommended in a wri t ten statement by the Park City 
PostnHster. 
(9) Capacity Expansion. The u t i l i t y or road capacity required to accomodate a 
development s t a l l be provided a t the expense of the developer. Any u t i l i t i e s 
or road expansion, extension, or improvement provided by a developer sha l l : 
(a) be constructed on a right-of-way or parcel of land dedicated to the 
appropriate service-providing agency, 
(b) be covered by a wr i t ten warranty, underwritten by the developer, of 
n a t e r i a l s and workmanship for one year, and 
(c) be designed and constructed to the specif ica t ions of the agency which 
w i l l accept maintenance of the expansion or extension. 
(10) Future Road Capacity. The dedication of rights-of-way which a re within 
but w i l l not serve a development, but which are necessary to ef fec t ive ly link 
the proposed development with future major roads or future developments or to 
prevent the nlandlocking , f of adjoining proper t ies or public lands is^required. 
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(11) Future Road Inprovements. The dedication of the wider rights-of-way 
necessary to facilitate road improvements called for in the CountyTs 
Transportation Plan in response to a request from the Board or Commission, is 
required. Where such a dedication is involved, the following positive points 
m y be added to the developments score. 
20,000 square feet dedication +10 points 
18,000 square feet dedication + 9 points 
16,000 square feet dedication + 8 points 
14,000 square feet dedication + 7 points 
12,000 square feet dedication + 6 points 
10,000 square feet dedication + 5 points 
8,000 square feet dedication + 4 points 
6,000 square feet dedication + 3 points 
4,000 square feet dedication + 2 points 
2,000 square feet dedication + 1 points 
Less than 2000 square feet 0 points 
(12) Economy of Services. County capacity to provide street maintenance and 
snow renoval services for subsequent phases of phased development projects, as 
evidenced in writing, is required. Written documentation shall verify the 
availability or generation of adequate funds to provide such services. 
Internal Inprovements 
Management of public resources is one of planning !s most important 
functions. These policies are intended to reduce the public costs of 
private development by requiring adequate improvements in new develop-
ments with the costs of those improvements being the responsibility of 
those who profit from the development. 
(13) Water System. 
(a) All central water systems shall meet the capacity, storage, design and 
construction requirements of the Utah State Health Department as evidenced 
by letter. Legal rights to the proposed water source shall be certified in 
writing by the Utah State Division of Water Rights. 
(b) Central water systems shall include appropriately located fire 
hydrants and be capable of generating adequate flows to meet the Insurance 
Services Office Fire System Grading Standards. The minimum.fire flow 
provided shall be at least 1000 gallons per minute for a period of two 
hours. 
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(c) In developments which include only single family res iden t ia l tots a L 
or more acres in size or which cons is t of a single commercial or 
i n s t i t u t i o n a l use, the central water system requirement i s waived, but the 
developer s t a l l demonstrate in wri t ing t h a t an adequate potable water 
supply i s ava i lab le . 
(d) "Water storage reservoirs or tanks shal l be located underground wher-.-
- p rac t i cab le . 
( • -* Sewerage. 
{a j Zasements or rights-of-way required for sewer service by the 
Snydervilie Basin Sewer Improvement D i s t r i c t shal l be provided by a l l 
developments, a s evidenced by l e t t e r . The required approval from, the Sewer 
D i s t r i c t may be l e t t e r indicat ing f inal design approval, a l e t t e r verifying 
signed easements rave been submitted, and/or the Di s t r i c t 1 n signature r f 
apprrva : •': r.h~ f inal p l a t . 
•."her-.1 rhe j-nycerville Basin Sewer Improvement J i s t r i e L" s Matter PI m 
c a l l s for sewer main s izes through a development tha t are larger than 
necessary to serve the development, the larger .rain, s t a l l fx? ins ta l l ed In 
accordance with D i s t r i c t policy. 
(15) Connections to Property Line. Water and sewer service l i nes shal l be 
i n s t a l l e d to the property l ine of each proposed l o t before road surfaces a r e 
constructed. 
\a
 ; The acc i^ i and construction cf a l l roads shall be m accord with 
spec i f ica t ions adopted by the County. These specif icat ions a re summarized 
in 'V;?*e - -
.•1* . viz^yz and culver ts sha-i be designed and constructea to 
speci f ica t ions adopted by the County. The construction of brid-<« v-1 
:•:' ^ r^s r?i\- i l s o be affected bv no 1 icy c- .7.2(1). 
.loads on M J I I S laving low bearing s t rengths , high shrink-swell 
po ten t i a l s or high, f ros t heave hazards nay 'be required, upon recommandaticn 
-ji the County Engineer, to be constructed to specif icat ions more demanding 
than those required on o t t e r s i t e s . 
(d) All roads shal l be named or numbered in accord with the County's 
addressing system and road iden t i f i ca t ion signs in accordance with County 
standards and specif icat ions shal l be provided by the developer. All 
permitted s t ruc tures for res ident ia l , commerc;--1 -nd :nd ? T V ^ uses shal l 
post addresses prior to occupancy. 
(17) Ingress/Egress. Developments of more than 5 uni ts or wi thd distance i 
more than 660 fee t from a public road which i s maintained on a year round bas i s 
shal l provi.de a minimum of Wo points of ingress and egress. 
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(18) Curbing and Gutter. Curbing and gut te rs or other su i table neans of 
handling runoff water shal l be constructed to the spec i f ica t ions provided by 
the County Engineer. 
(19) Sidewalks/Pedestrian Walkways. 
(a) Sidewalks or other pedestrian walkways necessary (as recorraiEnded by 
County Engineer) for adequate in te rna l c i rcu la t ion within a development 
sha l l be provided. 
(b) Sidewalks shal l be designed and constructed to the speci f ica t ions 
provided by the County Engineer. 
(20) Handicapped Access. All buildings intended for public use shal l be 
accessible to the handicapped, a s per the requirements of the Uniform Building 
Code, a s amended. 
(21) Parking Areas. 
(a) Parking spaces and loading areas are to be provided in accordance with 
the standards in Table 5. 
(b) Parking a reas shal l be designed and constructed in accord with the 
speci f ica t ions sumnarized in Table 5. 
(22) Tra i l System. IF APPLICABLE a l l developments a re required to pa r t i c ipa te 
in the Basin Tra i l System by construct ing and dedicat ing, to the publ ic , the 
por t ions of major t r a i l s running through the i r s i t e . 
(23) U t i l i t y Corridors. 
(a) Rights-of-way or easements sha l l be provided a s required by the 
u t i l i t i e s serving the proposed development. 
(b) All u t i l i t y l ines located in public u t i l i t y easements shal l be 
underground. 
(c)- Underground u t i l i t y services shal l be i n s t a l l e d to the property l ine 
of each l o t before roads a re surfaced. 
Provisions for the financing (including phasing), warranty and main-
tenance of required inprovements are included in Chapter 6 of t h i s 
ordinance. 
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Development Layout and Design. 
( i) Every Dwelling on a Lot. Within a l l development every dwelling shall be 
on a "lot" as defined in t h i s Code. Except where speci f ica l ly allowed in a 
Class I or Class I I permit, only one building which contains a dwelling shal l 
'~* 'ocated and maintained on any lo t . 
Z, : rentage ileum r , livery lut j i i i n nave frontage upon a dedicated or 
t-ubiicly approved, ,-M JC or upon a private s t r e e t or right-of-way giving righi 
-;f access to said Lot, 
building; Height. No building shal l be erected which i s greater than 
th i r ty (30) feet above f i r e f ighting grade; provided, however, these 
r e s t r i c t ions shal l not apply i f i t can be shown to the sa t i s fac t ion of the 
3oard (after consulting with 'the f i r e d i s t r i c t commissioners) that adequate 
f i r e protection to safeguard against loss of property and human l i fe is 
provided to jus t i fy a greater height. 
(4) Screening* 
(a) All outdoor mechanical equipment, storage parking and equipment or 
materials storage areas shall be effectively screened from "the view of 
those using major roads or public trails. (See Table °- Landscaped Buffer 
Standards). 
(b) Screening fences or walls shall "be included ii i the over all evaluation 
of a development. (See Table 2, Landscaped Buffer Standards). 
(5) Signs* Signs shall conform to the standards of Table 1., Signs shall ilso 
be included in the overall compatibility and design evaluations of a 
development. Replacement signs shall not alter the approved sign types, sr,.'.eii 
or numbers. 
... i i 
5.7 Relative Policies. 
Relative policies encourage or discourage certain kinds of performance by 
developers. Each relative policy is assigned an importance factor ranging from 
1 to 5 as explained in 5.4• A development's performance on each relative 
policy shall be rated on a scale that ranges from -2 to +2 as explained in 
5.5. A development must receive a cumulative score on all relative 
policies of zero or better to receive approval, except for density bonus 
positive scores. 
5.7.1 Environmental. 
(1) Water Quality. 
Developments which produce any discharge to any watercourse or which nay 
potentially affect water quality through nonpoint discharges (including 
sediment, herbicides, pesticides and hydrocarbons) are encouraged to 
demonstrate that their construction and occupance will not result in any 
degradation of present water quality. (-2/0) x 4. 
(2) Erosion. 
(a) Developments which will result in soil loss exceeding the site's loss 
tolerance are discouraged^-2/0)x3.Developers may use a variety of 
conservation techniques to limit soil loss to tolerable levels. Where such 
techniques are proposed they shall be presented in a professionally 
prepared Grading and Conservation Plan which is attached to the application 
for a permit. 
(b) All developments are encouraged to minimize the area disturbed by 
construction activities at any given time, particularly cuts and fills 
associated with road construction(-2/+2)x4. Phased site grading and 
stabilization or revegetation shall be part of the Grading and Conservation 
Plan required in (a) above. 
Soil loss tolerance limits are defined by the Soil Conservation 
Service (USDA). Soil loss will be predicted for both construction 
and occupance phases of developments using the method described in 
the technical support document for this Plan. 
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(3) So i ] s Li imt ta t ions. 
The location of developments on so i l s with severe l imita t ions for any ui" the 
proposed uses i s discouraged.(~2/0)x5. Where severe l imitat ions are fully 
mitigated by appropriate design and construction techniques however, negative 
points shal l not be awarded. 
Limitations on development may be due to any of a number of .factors 
including the depth to bedrock or a watertable, so i l permeability, the 
s o i l ' s propensity to shrink and swell and others , and are determined 
by the Soil Conservation Service (USDA) as explained in the technical 
support document for t h i s Plan. 
1
 '' ' Wildlife Habitat and Fisher ies . 
(a) Any development which has the potent ia l of adversely affecting 
c r i t i c a l wi ld l i fe hab i ta t or Class 2 f i she r ies , as evidenced by writ ten 
testimony of the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDNR), i s 
discouraged.(-2/0)x3. 
(b) Preservation of c r i t i c a l wi ld l i fe habi ta t areas or of a floodplain 
corridor along streams supporting a f ishery i s encouraged.(0/+2)x4. 
Wildlife hab i ta t and f i she r i e s c l a s s i f i ca t ions are discussed in the 
technical support document for t h i s Plan,, 
c:
" 7 ? Cr i t ica l Arms, 
Floodplains. 
All areas within a 100 year floodplain (as mapped for the Federal Flood 
Insurance program) or where the prevai l ing or potent ia l natural vegetation i s 
r ipar ian are declared to 'be c r i t i c a l to the maintenance of the Basin*s natural 
hyrologic systems, f i sher ies and wi ld l i fe hab i t a t . .Development of floodplain 
areas has a s igni f icant potent ia l to adversely af fec t wi ld l i fe , water qual i ty , 
and i f i t modifies the floodway, adjoining, upstream and downstream proper t ies , 
roads and other public f a c i l i t i e s . Development i n floodplain areas may also b<* 
constrained, by a high 'water table which ra i ses the cost of i n s t a l l i ng and 
maintaining u t i l i t i e s . F in ia l ly , floodplain development adversely affects a i l 
taxpayers through public expenditures to prevent or clean up flood damages,. 
'* Floodplain areai- -re encouraged to be maintained as oermaner it open 
SKi-:?. ( - 2 / - ? w S . 
(b) 'Where floodplain a reas , including those maintained as open space, are 
modified any action which may increase flood hazards or adversely affect 
water qual i ty or f i sher ies i s discouraged. - 2 / 0 x 3 . Such act ions may 
include, but are not limited to , j t reai i channel modifications, the storage 
of f loatable or potent;, -..;". • , • ' -nr ^ - *---*'' ^ " tnd the < construction of 
stream crossings. 
(c) Where stream channels .::u .^ . - ^ : . _ . * . . - J , ...» use oi plantings or 
natural stone (as opposed to s c r t r "TP-'al, junked /ehicles or concrete 
slabs) i s encouraged. (-~ ' ~ v > , 
(2) Critical Slopes, 
(a) Critical slopes are encouraged to be maintained as pernenent open space. 
(-2/0)x5. 
All slopes over 40% and any slopes over 25% where there is the potential of 
instability or rapidly accelerated stormwater runoff and erosion and where low 
soil loss tolerances indicate a poor potential for revegetation (because soil 
fertility would be rapidly diminished) are declared to be critical areas 
because there is a high probability that on-site and downslope property damage 
and water quality, fisheries and wildlife habitat deterioration will result 
from their development. 
(3) Visually Vulnerable Areas. 
The Snyderville Basin's resort industry converts the Basin1s skiable terrain, 
historic image and mountain scenery directly into dollars. For this reason, and 
also to protect one of the important satisfactions of living in the Basin, 
certain areas that have been found to be highly vulnerable to visual degrada-
tion are declared to be critical, 
(a) The maintenance of developable areas identified as being highly 
vulnerable to visual degradation in permanent open space is encouraged. 
(-2/+2)x3. 
(b) Developments in areas identified as being highly vulnerable to visual 
degradation are encouraged to use building forms, materials and colors that 
minimize color, line, form and texture contrasts with their 
setting. (0/+2)x2. 
(4) Ridgelines. 
Developments including structures which would be prominently visible against 
the sky along a ridgeline are discouraged. (~2/0)x3. 
5.7.3 Commercial Development. 
The appropriate location of commercial development was the single most 
important issue to members of the public participating in the development of 
this Code. These policies reflect the desire of Snyderville Basin residents to 
preserve a scenic roadside environment and to avoid the traffic problems, waste 
of energy resources and land use conflicts that strip commercial developments 
tend to create. 
(1) Location. 
(a) The clustering of commercial or industrial development to minimize 
road frontage and the number of access points needed by locating within 
1320 feet of the intersection of major streets is encouraged. (-2/ +2)x5. 
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(b) Commercial development, except for neighborhood commercial uses 
included in mixed use developments is encouraged to be located within 
designated commercial development "nodes" are as follows: («2/+2) x 5 
(i) Kimball and Silver Creek Junction;-
(ii) Parkwest Resort area west of the mter^<,|,i n ' 1 P-ipi^/.^ pt Drive 
Additional commerce: r-vie:-^  may be designated as the need arises. 
Neighborhood commercial uses are defined by the additional 
performance standards ox Appendix B. Freeway Commercial Industrial 
development defined in (a) above are further regulated by 
additional performance standards of Appendix G. 
(2) Service Commercial. 
The location of service commercial uses at locations other than adjacent to tl." 
Northeast Freeway Frontage Road (Rasmussen Road), and within 1/2 mile of the 
Intersection of U.S. Highway 40 and State Highway 248, is discouraged.' -2/0)x-\ 
5.7.4 D^ign* 
These policies serve the public interest \,y ,:r^^i^:^. \:ur *::e design of 
developments in the Snyderville Basin be compatible with tne natural, 
rural characteristics of their setting and with the image of tne irea 
which helps to support its resort economy. The design policies else 
help to reduce the potential for land use conflicts by encouraging the 
protection of privacy and of scenic views. 
Integration and Separatioiu 
(a; '-ivelopment s i t e planning i s encouraged to 111 Lt?gl*a Lc: »J J tc : t.'-_::lje: ' :. -i. 
functions which are basically compatible and separate those which are not. 
(-2/+2)x2. Integration or separation nay be accomplished h^rougr: -'^ rtulaticr -
visual linkage or separation and other design tactics. 
{uj .v-eve^ .-.rrnu. which :zu.-i .unit -.rk /lability of existing agricultural, 
;.nuustrial or mining uses are discouraged. \ -2/0)x3* Limits to the viability of 
existing uses could include, without being limited to, potential nuisance or 
liability suits, adverse Impacts on existing irrigation ditches, predation on 
stock by domestic dogs, and traffic conflicts with farm machinery or mining 
equipment, 
(^  Pri vacy. 
The design of developments in which provisions for protecting on-site' privacy 
and the privacy of those occupying adjacent sites have not been provided, are 
discouraged.(-2/0)x3. Privacy m y be protected through circulation planning, 
physical and visual separation through setbacks, buffering, screening or 
structural elements, and other design tactics. 
( 
Developments not prjv^umg for Individual (dwelling design review through the 
project Res t r ic t ive Covenants for compatibil i ty of building materials and rfy\^ 
are discouraged.(-2/0)x2. 
(4) Views. 
Developments disregarding preservation and enhanceirent of views through site 
planning, from the site and from neighboring public olaces and private property 
are discouraged. (-2/0)x4. 
(5) Clustering. 
Developments are encouraged to incorporate design elenents within residential 
projects which cluster units and maximize open areas.(0/+2)x2. 
(6) Buffering. Landscaped buffers: 
(a) of greater than 100 feet between any structure within a commercial or 
industrial development and any major road are encouraged. (0/+2)x2. Each 25 
additional feet of buffering will increase the importance factor assigned 
to this policy by 1; that is an adequate buffer of 125 feet would receive a 
score of +4, one of 150 feet a score of +6, and so on up to a mximum score 
of +10 for an adequate buffer of 200 or more feet. (See Table 2, Landscaped 
Buffer Standards). 
Buffers between commercial or industrial structures and rajor roads may 
include parking lots which receive a postive score on policy 5.7.5(8). 
They m y also include trails and other features as provided in policy 
5.7.4(9) (e). 
(b) between custoner, resident and enployee parking lots and public roads 
are encouraged.(-2/0)x4. (See Table 2, Landscaped Buffer Standards). 
(7) Screening. 
(a) Developments not providing for effective screening from the public 
view of rooftop mechanical equipment and vents are discouraged.(-2/0)x2. 
(b) Developments omitting design provisions for effective screening of 
solid waste containers are discouraged.(-2/0)x2. (See Table 2, Landscaped 
Buffer Standards). 
(c) Screening fences or walls are encouraged to be supplemented by 
planting or planted buffer strips or berms.(0/+2)x4. Plantings proposed 
pursuant to this policy must be in accord with policy 5.7.4(9)(a-h) 
Landscaping and Maintenance. 
(8) Signs. 
Well-designed, aesthetically pleasing signs, using subtle colors and natural 
materials are encouraged.(-2/+2)x3. 
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Landscaping Plan 
Requirements for high quality landscaping serve the public interest by 
contributing to the creation of pleasant and attractive places to 
live. Properly designed landscaping can. provide climate control, help 
create areas for play or relaxation, and provide screening for privacy 
or to conceal unsightly areas. The purpose of these policies is to 
assure that high quality landscaping is provided and maintained It: 1 
developments in the Snyderville Basin. 
I|
"
 C)
' Lands Gaping and Maintenance. 
Where open space, landscaped buffers or i:ommon ownership is anticipated, a 
general landscaping and maintenance plan is encouraged in. conjunction with the 
following guidelines. (-2/+2)x5. 
(a) wnere trees and shrubs are cleared from a site, the clearing created 
is encouraged to nnintain a nonlinear edge, along which the disturbed 
portions of the site blend effectively w:i th the natural vege.» nation. 
je preservation of existing healthy, desiraiilL' treei. ""rul;^  ur 
vegeta «ion is encouraged. 
(c) At least 7b% of all tree stock used is encourage ^ •.: 
i for deciduous .species - caliper 1 inch f Tkiasurec -t 12 Inches 
above ground. 
I i '• * jecies - 4 feet + in height. 
(d) The specifications for all other plan t materials "to "be used shall 
accompany the application for a permit. Specifications for all plantings 
shall be in conformance with the American Standard for Nursery Stock. The 
materials proposed for use shall be suitable for the area's elevation and 
clii: — . 
-.•:'!:• of Landscaped Buffers. Any lands^^v; "buffer used to comply 
with or co receive positive points pursuant to any policy shall be of 
sufficient width to accomodate plant materials which will provide effect*i\ „ 
visual screening. Table 2 illustrates recommended buffer widths. 
Landscaped buffers nay "be crossed by walks, trails, or driveways and may 
include patios or decks, provided the patio or deck does not penetrate more 
than 50% through the buffer. The planted or naturally vegetated portion of 
landscaped buffers shall be included in the calculation of open space 
provided by a development. 
U ) All plantings required by or I lsed to receive positive points pursuant 
to any policy shall be maintained in a healthy and attractive cond i tion. 
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(g) Plantings shall be contained so as not to grow into and obstruct views 
used to conply with or to receive positive points pursuant to policy 
5.7.4(7) AND so as not to interfere with utility lines or road or parking 
illumination AND so as not to obstruct the line-of-sight needed at road and 
trail corners or inter-sections. 
(h) Replacement plantings shall be in substantial accord with the 
originally approved landscaping plan. 
5.7.5 Services. 
Capacity - Access 
(1) Traffic. 
Developments which will contribute traffic in excess of current rated capacity 
(at service level E, as defined by UDOT) to a public road or highway are 
discouraged.(-2/0)x4. 
The capacity of Snyderville Basin roads to accomodate additional 
traffic is discussed in the technical document supporting this Plan. 
(2) Law Enforcement. 
Developments are encouraged to provide adequate access and illumination for law 
enforcement purposes. (-2/+2)x4.Findings on this policy shall be based on a 
review of the proposed development by the County Sheriff's Department. 
(3) Future Road Capacity. 
The dedication of the wider rights-of-way necessary to facilitate road 
improvements called for in the County's Transportation Plan, in response to a 
request from the Board or Commission, is required. Where such a dedication is 
involved, the following + points may be added to the developments score. 
(Same as policy 5.6.4.(11)) 
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(4) Cul-de-sacs. 
Project designs including cul-de-sacs within development w.^i- .. . . ---••^3 
are dedicated for public maintenance are da scouraged. :-2/G/x5. 
In ternal Improvements 
Management of public resources i s one of planning1s most important 
functions. These po l i c i e s are intended to reduce the public 
private development by requiring adequate improvements in new develop-
ments with the costs of those improvements being the responsibi l i ty .-•; 
those who p r o f i t from the development. 
(, 5) Oar bin,- -and Gut ters . 
Curbing an>- -LU-L'- nay be provided where their1 contribution "to accelerated 
runoff i s nc\ adequately mitigated or where necessary to f a c i l i t a t e drainage I: I 
very level ireas, cut ::he use of vegetated open space to absorb runoff i s 
preferred. 
(6) Snow Removal and Storage* 
Development are encouraged to provide adequate area(s) for .snow removal ,-- : 
storage.(-2/0)x5. Findings on t h i s policy sha l l be based on a review of * J 
proposed development by the County Road Superintendent. 
(7) Tra i l System. 
(a) Developments providing portions of the major trails running through 
their site as may be required in 5.6.4(22) shall be awarded additional 
positive + points as follows: +2 points for providing major trails meeting 
the recommended preferred design guidelines of the Trails System Plan. +1 
additional point for providing trails designed and constructed to meet the 
minimum design guidelines for major trails. One additional positive point 
shall be awarded for each 1000 feet of trail right-of-way dedicated to the 
public. 
(b) Developments sire encouraged to connect •an interna,! trail system to the 
major trails as may be required in 5.6.4(22).(0/+2)x3. Walkways and or 
sidewalks necessary for adequate internal pedestrian circulation within a 
development (as required in Policy 5.6.4(19) shall be counted as internal 
trail system of a development, where connected to major trails. 'The space 
dedicated in trails shall be included in the calculation of the open space 
provided, even though the trail surfaces are impervious. 
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(8) Parking Areas. 
I t i s encouraged tha t a t l e a s t 6% of the in terna l port ion of a parking l o t be 
landscaped.(-2/+2)x3.Such landscaping must be in accord with Policy 5 .7 .4 (9) . 
(9) Bicycle Access. 
The provision of bike racks a t a l l commercial and i n s t i t u t i o n a l developments i s 
encouraged.(0/+2)x2. Bicycle t r a i l s are included in the Basin Tra i l System. 
5.7.6 Intense Multi-family Residental . 
(1) Location. 
Intense multi-family residential uses of greater than 10 units per acre 
at locations other than within 1/2 mile of the Intersection of major streets, 
subject to the impervious cover limitations, are discouraged. (-2/0)x5. 
5.8 Open Space. 
An area of almost complete consensus among Snyderville Basin residents who 
participated in the formulation of this Plan was the need for plenty of open 
space in their community. These policies serve the public interest by relating 
the provision of open space to environmental limitations on development and 
also by requiring that some portion of the open space provided be useable for 
active outdoor recreational purposes. The density bonus provision found in 
5.10, further serves the public interest by allowing developers willing to 
provide significant space and other public benefits to use their properties 
more intensively than those developers who choose to meet only the minimum 
requirements of this Code. 
(1) Useable Open Space. 
(a) The area included within a developnent that is not covered with an 
impervious surface will generally be considered open space except that in 
residential developments including over 25 units (or 100 units if the gross 
density is over 1 dwelling unit per acre) at least 25$ of the open space shall 
be suitable for active recreational purposes. Where less than 25% of the open 
space required is useable for recreation (due to slope, wetness, flooding, 
proximity to major roads, or other limitations) the open space requirement 
shall be increased to provide the required 25% useable recreational space. 
(b) In order to encourage their provision, the impervious surfaces included in 
trails [see Policy 5.7.5(7)] and in active outdoor recreational spaces, such as 
tennis courts and softball fields, will not be included in the calculation of 
total impervious surface within a development and shall be counted as open 
space. 
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r
 •"* density 
Residential Density Limitat ions. 
ijeveiopment dens i t i e s ^:\.i + : :.- _ : . : ' . ec , .is -~ function of s i t e coverage ._: 
impervious surfaces, to those shown in Table 6. An exception for developments 
earning density tonuses i s explained in 5.*0> Density Bonuses. Unless a s i t e 
plan de ta i l ing the to t a l impervious coverage i s submitted for each single 
family l o t , development dens i t i es within undeveloped subdivisions sha l l , in 
addit ion, be limited to the impervious cover l imi ta t ions of Table 6 (without, a 
bonus), in determining ' ^e percent "^ -v^r-.^e for individual l o t s iri 
.subdivisions, 
Coverages are for maiviuucu ^uuo -nu >;w ;:^- _..';_uo )trier j x e r v : us =;;-•. er: 
i e ; parking, s t r e e t s , curb & gu t te r , common sidewalks, e tc , "over standards 
wi l l become enforceable as par t of the development yermit ::nd thr-: ;*r, issuance 
of individual buildirif permits. 
(2) Density Coverage Determination, 
The Snyder*:....^ ua.-i.; r->::n... \. ::'\::KC:L: u t i l i z e s such physical cha rac te r i s t i c s of a 
potent ia l development s i t e as slope, s o i l s , erosion potent ia l and surface water 
runoff po ten t ia l in es tabl i sh ing the in tens i ty or density of development, A 
method of determining densi ty based on an evaluation of the above 
c h a r a c t i s t i c s , as found in Table 6, i s presented here. The following step 1,7 
step ins t ruc t ions are accompanied by exemplary ca lcula t ions showing how a 
density determination for a hypothetical subdivision would be determined. The 
hypothetical subdivision consis ts of 10'..5 acres of r e l a t ive ly 1 evel terrain. 
Step 1 lit 1 tia J I Jr.- U. 1 nri ,r 111 Im 
(a) Determine Slope & Soil Group * ; percent slope 
(from cover l imi ta t ions map, on-s i te *v~*sologic Soil Group A 
evaluation, SCS mapping & technical document) 
Step 2 Determine Maximum 
Si te coverage from Table 6 
Step 3 Coverage Determination irom plant; or , in the case of 3W 
subdivisions, assume 3000 sq. f t . per1 lot-, > from Table 6) 
Step 4 Determination ol Dene it1, is i t"> motion of impervi ous 300C jq. f t , 
coverage allowed: 
10.5 X 30# = 137,214 [7% X KJLS < 5L!<.'1fcW I l"tN« - ^ 
"•^000 
#L = TA X % Max - [ARC X TA] 
ALC 
"WHERE: 
#L = Number of l o t s 
TA = To ta l a c r e s 
%Max = % Maximum a l lowable coverage 
$RC = Road Coverage 
ALC = Assumec 1-..." ooveragt- I i r"«jiji TaLIr " ! 
5.10 Density Bonuses 
As explained in more detail below, a development may receive density bonuses 
for postive performance in the public interest as represented by positive point 
scores. 
Developments may increase their density up to the maximum coverage limits shown 
in Table 6 at the rate of 1% additional density for the first 5 positive points 
scored and an additional 1% extra coverage (up to the maximum) for each 1 
positive points scored over 5. 
Implementation of any of the following conservation, property donation or other 
public benefit measures could merit a density bonus. 
(a) Alternative Energy Resources. Developments are encouraged to use 
alternative energy sources (solar, wind, hydro) to provide a significant 
portion of their electrical and/or space and water heating needs.(0/+2)x3. 
(b) Solar Design. Developments are encouraged to be designed and 
constructed to maximize passive solar gain during the winter months.(0/+2)x3. 
(c) Solar Access. Developments including more than one structure which 
will be occupied for commercial, institutional or residential purposes 
during the winter months are encouraged to demonstrate that at least 90$ of 
their structures have full access to adequate sunlight for passive or 
active solar heating.(0/+2)x2. Where the proposed development includes 
undeveloped lots, the creation of covenants or easements may be used in 
fulfillment of this policy. 
Additional information about solar access may be obtained from the Utah 
Energy Office, 3266 State Office Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, or 
(toll free) 1-800-662-5633. 
(d) Property Donation. Additional increases in density may be granted 
when the developer of a development donates, at the request of a bona fide 
public agency, property for the construction of a public facility to serve 
the residents of the development and/or the surrounding vicinity. Such 
density increases shall be computed as follows: 
For the first 1/2 acre donated a +6 score shall be awarded. For 
each additional 1/2 acre a +2 score shall be awarded. 
(e) Proximity to Resort. Developments are encouraged to locate in the 
immediate vicinity of established resort areas. Where the proposed nearest 
structure corner is located within the distances specified below from the 
nearest corner of the existing base facility, positive points shall be 
awarded as follows: 
(i) Within 500 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility-r5 pts 
(ii) Within 750 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility +4 pts 
(iii)Within 1000 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility +3 pts 
(iv) Within 1250 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility +2 pts 
(v) Within 1500 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility +1 pt 
(vi) Farther than 1500 feet from nearest corner of existing base facility 0 pts. 
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Proximity UJ major liighways. Residential developments are encouraged 
to locate In close proximity to major Federal, and State High/ays, and 
shal l be awarded posi t ive points a s follows, a s measured from the 
fa r thes t l o t or dwelling in the proposed, development. 
< i ) V/ithin 1/4 mile +2 points 
*'li) Within 1/2 mile +1 point 
1
 i i i )Fa r the r than V? mile 0 points 
(g) Proxii-iv; \- •-_ - Jervice Commercial. Residential developments are 
encouraged to Iodize near established or approved ful l service 
commercial areas (must include a grocery/convenience s to re , pharmacy 
and gasoline service s t a t i o n ) . Consideration for positive points 
shal l be determined as follows, based on the distance from the 
f a r tnes t 
roacvayr: 
( i i : 
Let z: C e l l i n g uni t measured along ex i s t ing and proposed 
. :;:i; " mile +-2 points 
Within 2 miles t-1 point 
' ^ r ^ h e r than 2 miles 0 points 
(1 i) Proximity to Recreational F a c i l i t i e s . Resident ial developments are 
encouraged to locate in close proximity to ex i s t ing or approved parks, 
recrea t ional f a c i l i t i e s or playgrounds - a s measured from the f a r thes t 
l o t or dwelling u n i t along ex i s t ing or proposed roadways, or 
pedestr ian t ra i ls /wa lkways, 
follows: 
( i ) Within . *. mile 
( i i ) Within 1/2 m le 
( i i i )Wi thin 1 mile 
Posit ive -x>in"3 srr-'l1 b^ awarded a s 
+3 points 
+2 points 
i-l point 
(iv) F&rtber than " miie 0 poin ts 
jpe<:' 7? Po l i c i e s . 
The purpose ox t tese 
certai n \ ises. 
' "* ^ Hone Oociiit 11 n »i 
r o : ; *ies of Vor-''!' • • 
-"ovije add i t iona l regulation of 
<nm -• filiations shal l conply with the special abso-i 
2) Mobile Hong Parks and Subdivisions. Mobile home parks and subdivisions 
:ra:l comply with the special absolute po l i c i e s of Appendix D. 
;; nV Parks, RV p=arks shal l conply with the special a t s : . , \ 
xendix E. 
4- Time-Share/Nightly Rental. Time-share projec ts and nightly renta 
"-^ly with the special absolute pol ic ies of Appendix F. 
uln i 
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(5) Neighborhood Commercial. Neighborhood commercial uses sha l l comply with 
the special absolute po l i c i e s of Appendix B. 
(6) Commercial - Indus t r ia l Commercial and indus t r i a l uses sha l l corrply with 
the special absolute po l ic ies of Appendix G. 
(7) Changs in Use A conversion of a building to a subs tan t ia l ly d i f fe ren t 
type of use sha l l comply with the special absolute po l i c i e s of Appendix H. 
5.12 Building Permits and Codes. 
The adoption and enforcement of building codes serves the public 
i n t e r e s t by providing for the inspection of s t ruc tu res for s t ruc tu ra l 
s t a b i l i t y , f i r e res is tance , adequate vent i la t ion and other safety and 
sani tary fea tures . 
(1) Building Permit Required. Construction or removal of any bui lding or 
s t ructure or any p a r t thereof, including a l l s t ruc tures or uses of which plans 
have been approved in a Class I or I I development permit, sha l l no t be 
commenced, or proceeded with, u n t i l a building permit i s obtained from the 
county building inspector. 
(2) Code Compliance. All s t ruc tu ra l development sha l l comply with the 
requirements of the Uniform Building Code, excepting mobile homes located in 
mobile hone parks or subdivisions. 
(3) Water Required for Building Permit. 
A source of water must be provided pr ior to the issuance of a bui lding permit 
for a dwelling. I f the dwelling i s to be served by an ex i s t i ng water system 
the building permit appl icat ion must be acconpanied by a statement from a 
representa t ive of the system indicat ing tha t the water hook-up w i l l be allowed 
and t h a t the system can del iver adequate qua l i ty , quant i ty , and pressure to the 
proposed dwelling. 
I f a pr iva te source of water i s to be developed tha t bui lding permit 
appl icat ion must be acconpanied by evidence of water r i g h t s or ownership of the 
proposed source or supply, appl icat ion r.umber from f i l i n g s with the State 
Division of Water Resources, and evidence tha t the source can be adequately 
i so la ted from a l l present and poten t ia l sources of pol lu t ion in accordance with 
State standards. 
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(4) Issuance of Building Permits Prior to Completion and Acceptance of 
Required Improvements. 
Building permits nay be issued for construction in subdivisions and other 
projects prior to the completion and acceptance by the County of the required 
property improvements. In such cases, the County Building Inspector may 
require that the applicant for a building permit sign a statement indicating 
the following: 
(a) That the applicant is aware of the terms of the bond or escrow account 
established to guarantee completion of required improvements to the 
satisfaction of the County. 
(b) That the applicant releases Summit County from liability for 
installation, mintenance, or repair of the required improvements until the 
same have been completed and accepted by the County. 
(c) That the applicant assumes all risk in connection with construction on 
the subject property. 
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EXHIBIT C 
57-5-7.1 REAL ESTATE 
57-5-7.1. Procedure without a petition. 
A proposal by the governing body of a city or town or by a board of county 
commissioners to vacate, alter, or amend a subdivision plat, portions of a 
subdivision plat, or any street, lot, or alley contained in a subdivision plat 
shall be considered without petition at a public hearing, notice of which shall 
be given as provided in Section 57-5-7.5. 
History: C. 1953, 57-5-7.1, enacted by L. 
1987, ch. 158, § 3. 
57-5-7.5. Notice. 
Notice of the date, place, and time of a hearing before the governing body of 
a city or town or before a board of county commissioners to consider a vaca-
tion, alteration, or amendment without a petition or to consider any petition 
which does not include the consent of all land owners as required by Subsec-
tion 57-5-6(2), shall be given: 
(1) by mailing the notice to all owners referred to in Subsection 
57-5-6(2), addressed to their mailing addresses appearing on the rolls of 
the county assessor of the county in which the land is located; and 
(2) (a) if the proposed change involves the vacation, alteration, or 
amendment of a street or alley then notice shall also be given by 
publishing the notice once a week for four consecutive weeks preced-
ing the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation in the city, 
town, or county in which the land subject to the petition is located; or 
(b) where there is no newspaper of general circulation in the city, 
town, or county, by posting the notice for four consecutive weeks 
preceding the hearing in three public places in that city, town, or 
county. 
History: C. 1953, 57-5-7.5, enacted by L. 
1987, ch. 158, § 4. 
57-5-8. Grounds for vacating or changing a plat. 
Within 30 days after the public hearing required by Sections 57-5-5.5 
through 57-5-7.5, the city or town governing body, or the board of count™ 
commissioners shall consider the petition. If it is satisfied that neither the 
public nor any person will be materially injured by the proposed vacation, 
alteration, or amendment, and that there is good cause for the vacation, alter-
ation, or amendment, it shall vacate, alter, or amend the plat, any portion of 
the plat, or any street, lot, or alley in the manner that it considers appropri-
ate. The vacation, alteration, or amendment shall be recorded in the office of 
the recorder of the county in which the land is located. 
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, §§ 2018, Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amend-
2020; C.L. 1917, §§ 5028, 5030; R.S. 1933 & C. ment rewrote the section to the extent that a 
1943, 78-5-8; L. 1987, ch. 158, § 5. detailed analysis is impracticable. 
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